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Our opportunities for helping
young people have grown.

a.

patients and professionals as well. We

For years, Cedar Crest has offered
~~ \

quality residential care for
troubled young people ages

offer a 48 hour approval or disapproval
turnaround time that expedites the

~~

discharge Manning process. We strive

5-17 and their families. Now we
have expanded our care to meet

to screen the potential patient's records

'~,

even more needs. We have a

~~

~ quickly while evaluating

~:
\ '`

unique program that assists

In today's business
environment, Value is a key
word. Insight's ratio of clients
per therapist is one of the lowest
in the industry: and Insight's costs
are significantly lower than the

national average.

„:,~_„

the special developmental

That's why more Michigan
employers are selecting Insight
for the treatment of their alcohol
and chemically dependent
employees. For more information
call 1-800-441-5092.

We have also created a

of the patient for our facility.

:.

needs ofchildren ages 4-7.

Our goal is to find the best

::~

possible care for the patient.

\

dual diagnosis program that

r~:

Call Cedar Crest today

\\

works with residents who have

how we are helping more

psychiatric problems. Through a

'?'

twelve step approach, chemical

continued work on their
psychiatric issues, our
dually-diagnosed residents
learn how to live prc~uctive lives.
Our timely admissions process
makes the referral process easier nn .

The Recovery Peo~ilefor over 26 years.
Alcohol, Substance Abuse &Mental Health Programs for individuals and families •Detoxification •Residential Care
• Day Treatment •Outpatient Services •Halfway House •Conveniently located throughout Michigan •Accredited by
the Joint Commission on Accrediation of Health Care Organizations(JCAHO)•Non-Profit Organization
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for your free video at
1-800-888-4071 and see

chemical dependency as well as

dependency education and

the clinical appropriateness

~,,~

young people achieve healthy

futures in a home-like setting.
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The EAP's Role in Sexual Harassment Cases
_.As many as 90% of working women will experience sexual
-- harassment in their career. Knowing the roles of the EAP, human
resources, and the EEO office and the counseling needs of the victim
and alleged perpetrator can mean the difference between high drama
and a successful resolution of the problem.

Joni E. Jolmston, Psy.D.
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The ASAM Criteria: A Benefit To EAPs
In 1989, the American Society of Addiction Medicine (ASAM) and
the National Association of Addiction Treatment Providers (NAATP)
joined to develop patient placement criteria now known as the ASAM
Criteria. Here's how the ASAM Criteria can benefit you.

'~..~'

Gerald D. Shulman, MA,FACATA
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Empowerment Centers: Prevention Education to
f~~_:.~ Balance Shrinking Resources
If the way we help people with emotional problems is undergoing
modifications, then we must make modifications in the nature of
emotional problems themselves, writes the author. The solution?
Empowerment Centers—prevention for the year 2000 and beyond.

William N. Penzer, PhD
_

Outplacement Assistance: Responding to the Layoff
Epidemic
Millions of workers have been marched into layoff in recent years.
Some have found work elsewhere, some haven't. Help displaced
workers through this five-point OAP—Outplacement Assistance
Program.

Roger J. Vanden Busch, MA,MEd, MA
The Lessons of Hurricane Andrew:
One EAP's Experience
Hurricane Andrew was the nation's worst natural disaster to date.
When it crumpled three Home Depot retail stores in its path, this
EAP professional found herself smack in the middle of it. Read her
story and the lessons she learned.
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The Abuscreen ONTRAK test provides rapid results
for employee drug testing—a procedure that can

make a critical difference in the lives of your employees and the Future of your company. Requiring
no instrumentation, the ONTRAK test is easy to
learn, simple to perfornz and provides accurate,
reliable results.
I'or a significant advantage in pre-employment
screening, security and occupational health programs and EAPs, ONTRAK provides on-site "yes"
or "no" test results in apptoxim~ltely three minutes.
ONTRAK can speed results cost-effectively without
compromising reliability, helping to ensLU~e a sate,
ditig-free workplace.

Plus ...
Page 36
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EAP Digest's Annual Recognition Awards Call for Nominations.
For nine years, there was only the EAP Digest Hall of Fame award. Now
comes the Award of Professional Ethics and the Award of Excellence.
This is your chance to nominate one whose dedication to EAP work
serves as a symbol to the field. —page 9.

Roche Diagnostic Systems
Roche

Utilizing NIDA cut-off levels, ONTRAK kits are

available for cocaine, marijuana, morphine, ail~phetamines, barbiturates, PCP anti benzodiazepines.
ONTRAK, developed by Roche Diagnostic Systems,

consolidates the experience gained in over 20 years
of providing quality products for dtlig abuse tesCing.
Today, the Roche name is your assurance of
unequaled procllicts, service and technical support.
To put ONTRAK to work in your company's drug
testing progi~anz, call the Roche Response Center"'
at 1-800-526-1247.
Ahuscrecn assays provide only a prcliminnry analytical rest result.
A more specific al[ern.ite chemical method muss be used in order
[o obriin a confirmed anal~~tical result(sec p~~ckage inserts).

Abuscreen

a subsidiary of Hoffmann-La Roche Inc.
Aoche Diagnostic Systems, Inc.
1080 US Highway 202
Branchburg, NJ 08876-1760
1-800-526-1247; in Canada 1-B00-268-0482

Rapid Assays for Drug Abuse
c)N•s~'rr. is a u:idcm:vk of'rosy-~.n~i Inc. ~rvinc. cn
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Depression More Than'Lacking
Zip and Enthusiasm'
As Project Manager for the D/ART
(DEPRESSION Awareness, Recognition and Treatment) Worksite
Program, a cooperative effort
between the Washington Business
Group on Health and the National
Institute of Mental Health to promote quality and cost-effective
management of depression,I would
like to respond to Anthony
Fallon's article,"Depression Versus
Challenge in the Workplace'(September/October,1992, EAP Digest.)
I agree with Mr. Fallon that
depressive disorders area significantissue in the workplace; they are
prevalent and have a significant
impact on productivity, health
costs, disability costs, and most
importantly, employees and their
families. It is critical that employers
and employees alike are aware of
the current knowledge regarding
depressive illnesses. Unfortunately,
Mr. Fallon's article reflects many
myths and much misinformation
that discourage early recognition
and appropriate treatment of
depressive disorders.
Depression is more than
"lack[ing] zip and enthusiasm;' as
Mr. Fallon describes. Depressive
disorders go beyond the transient
feelings of unhappiness that everyone experiences or the grief brought
about by the loss of a loved one.
Depression is a whole-body illness,
involving body, mood, thoughts,
and behavior. Depression is a
serious medical illness which can
interfere with work and family
life and which may become
chronic if left untreated.
Mr. Fallons assertion that a
challenging work environment will
not allow depression to "gex7nulate'
is misleading. A positive and challengingwork experience may boost
morale, but it is not a treatment
for depressive disorders. Depressive
illnesses are medical conditions
that require appropriate treatment.
Fortunately, effective treatment is
available. More than 80% of
depressed individuals can be effectively treated with medication,
psychotherapy, or a combination

I also agree with Mr. Fallon that
employee assistance professionals
are in a position to assist employers
in effectively managing depression
in the workplace. Employee assistancepersonnel can further this goal
through such direct services as
depression education, recognition
and referral, case management,
crisis intervention, disability management, benefit design consultation, and back-to-work support.
If readers would like additional
information on depressive disorders,
available treatments, the worksite
dimensions of depression or
employer experiences, please do
not hesitate to contact me at the
Washington Business Group on
Health at 202-408-9320 or Isabelle
Davidoff at the National Institute
of Mental Health at 301-443-4140.
Kelly L. Traw, JD
Manager
Washington Business Group on
Health
Washington, D.C.
Testing Data is Misleading
The Enzymatics' data from the Air
Transport Association published
in your March/ April issue [News
Update, pps. 14-15] is very misleading to your reading public who
will come under DOT [Department
of Transportation] Omnibus
Regulations.
Given that evidential breath
testing equipment will be required
by law for a confirmatory positive
test anyway, the incremental, per
test cost for breath testing is far
less expensive than saliva or blood.
Why would employers pay from
$5 to $30 for a saliva or blood test
for their employees when breath
tests cost less than $.20?!
Your readership needs to know
the truth about the cost.
Jolzn C. Buckingham
Chief Operating Officer
Intoximeters, Inc.
St. Louis, Mo.

COP~'eCtlOri

The September/October,
1992, issue of EAP Digesf incorrectly attributed five key
components of the Model
Plan for a Comprehensive
Drug-Free Workplace Program
to the Drug-Free Workplace
Act of 7988 (Drug-Free
Workplace: It's More Thar
Testing, pp. 36-42). The five
components include: a comprehensive written policy; supervisory training; employee
education/awareness; availability of an EAP; and, identification of illegal drug users,
including drug testing on a
controlled and carefully
monitored basis.

Ethics •Excellence •Leadership
These are concepts that many EAPs and their providers
live by but don't brag about. EAP Digest believes
examples of superior performance should not go
unrecognized.
Award of Professional Ethics

EAP Digest
Welcoanes 'These New
Advertisers

Individuals or organizations Chat
have pushed the limits in a tireless
quest for truth, respect of ►noral
codes and proper professional
conduct.

Award of Excellence

Blue Link
Edgehill Newport
New
Standards, Inc.
Sunsou~ce Health
Products, Into
(formerly Mindbody9 1In~~.)

Meritorious or diligent actions that
disply an uncompromising
dedication to the client.
Submissions could run the
spectrum from quick response
to availablilty to superior case
management.

EAP Digest Hall ofFame
For distinguished leadership,
outstanding contributions and
pioneering accomplishments in
the field of employee assistance
programs.

In this spirit, EAP Digest announces a call for nominations
for its annual Recognition Awards.
Honorees will be recognized at the North American
Congress on Employee Assistance Programs awards
luncheon on Monday, August 2, 1993 in Boston,
Nominations must be post marked by July 1, 1993. No late
entries will be accepted. Nominations can come from any
sector of the industry. Submit in writing, in no more than
two typewritten, double-spaced pages, why the nominee
should be considered.Judges have identified three areas
that maybe considered for award evaluation, but reserve
the right to add or delete based upon response.
Submit entries no later than July 1, 1993 to:
EAP Digest, Recognition Awards
1863 Technology Drive

Troy, MI 48083-244
For more information contact George Watkins,
publisher of EAP Digest, at (313) 588-7733.

of both.
EAP Digest —May/June 1993
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Vincent J. Carolan has been appointed chief executive officer of
Veritas Villa, Inc., of Kerhonkson,
N.Y. Carolan had served as executive director of Marworth Treatment Center in Waverly,Pa. Veritas
Villa is an 85-bed alcohol and
other drug treatment center with
an affiliated outpatient program
located in Manhattan, N.Y.
National Employee Assistance Services(NEAS)of Waukesha,Wis., has
promoted Linda Robinson-Gay
to the position of consultant/
clinician. She had previously
served as an EAP counselor II.
NEAS provides EAP services to
more than 100 employers
throughout North America.
Janieth K. Wise, MD,has been
appointed medical director for the
Arlington (Va.) Hospital's Addiction
Treatment Program. Dr. Wise is a
founding member of the American
Association of Psychiatrists in Alcoholism and Addiction. Prior to
the appointment, Dr. Wise was in
private practice.
Wallace Slatinlcsy has been named
executive director of Progressive
Health Corporations White Deer
Run alcohol and other drug treatment center located in Allenwood,
Pa. Prior to the appointment,
Slatinsky was president/CEO of
Amethyst Charlotte, Inc. White
Deer Run serves both adults and
adolescents with alcohol and
other drug abuse treatment.
MedView Services, Inc., of
Farmington Hills, Mich., announces
two appointments: Darrell D.Jarvis
has been named director of marketing, and Cathy Lamar has been
promoted to sales director. Jarvis
will be responsible for advertising,
public relations, and product
development. Lamar,formerly the
company's midwest regional sales
manager, will head MedView's
national sales efforts. A national
PPO and managed health care
company and a subsidiary of
Pharmacy Management Services,
10

Inc., MedView is the third largest
Workers' Compensation PPO in
the nation.
The Board of Directors of the Valley
Hope Association(VHA)of Norton,
Kan., has named Dennis R.
Gilhousen to succeed William D.
Leipold,PhD,as president and
chief executive officer of the alcohol
and other drug addiction treatment
program. Gilhousen joined VHA
in 1971 and has served as the
company's vice president of administration since 1976. Leipold's
retirement ends 25 years with VHA,
which operates 13 facilities in six
states, including Arizona, Colorado,
Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska, and
Oklahoma.

Dennis R. Gilhousen

William D.Williams,executive
director of the Seafield Group's
Woodhaven in the Poconos facility,
has been elected to serve a threeyear term on the Board of Directors
of the Pennsylvania Association
of Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Counselors. Williams joined
Woodhaven in the Poconos in
1990. The program was developed
by the Seafield Alcoholism Treatment Center of Westhampton
Beach, N.Y., the parent facility of
the Seafield Group.
Cortland Medical of Hawthorne,
N.Y., announces that Barbara A.
Halla, RN,CAC,NCAC II, has
been appointed clinical director.
Halla had previously worked as a
substance abuse counselor with
Craig House Hospital in Beacon,
N.Y. Cortland Medical provides
outpatient alcohol and other drug
treatment services.
Julian Cohen, MPH,has been
named president of MCC Behavioral
Care, Inc., of Eden Prairie, Minn.

Cohen had been serving as acting
president since last October. He
joined MCC Minnesota in 1987 as
president and was promoted to vice
president of operations, western
division. A CIGNA Employee
Benefits Company,MCC Behavioral
Care provides managed mental
health and substance abuse
programs to more than 5.5 million individuals nationwide.

This is a drawing by an adolescent.
It stitled "Communication.'

Fair Oaks Hospital of Summit, N.J.,
has named Edward Owen,Jr., as
chief executive officer. Prior to the
appointment, Owen had served as
CEO of New Beginnings at Hidden
Brook in Bel Air, Md. Fair Oaks is
an affiliate hospital of National
Medical Enterprises, which owns
and manages acute, psychiatric, and
physical rehabilitation hospitals
and substance abuse treatment
centers throughout the U.S. and
internationally.
Progressive Health Corporation
and the Vanguard Companies of
Morganville, N.J., has announced
the appointment of Steve Kiser
and Lindy Langston as regional
service coordinators. Both had
previously served with Amethyst
Treatment Center, Kiser as a community outreach coordinator,
Langston as a communication
referral coordinator. Progressive
Health Corporation and Vangaurd
offer specialized alcohol and other
drug addiction and mental health
treatment.
Therman E. Evans, MD,former
vice president and corporate medical
director of CIGNA Corporation, has
been elected to the board of directors
of the Children of Alcoholics
Foundation. While with CIGNA,
Evans designed and managed a
five-year wellness program and
provided leadership to CIGNA's
developing an EAP insurance
product, according to the COA
Foundation press release. Headquartered in New York City, the
Foundation seeks to educate anti
inform the public and professionals
about children of alcoholics
through programs, research, and
public education.

A young person with conduct disorder
often finds it difficult to function at
home.Sometimes a therapeutic milieu
is necessary. We help you manage
the youngster's healthcare with comprehensive evaluation and specific
treatment plans for all-inclusive,
competitive rates. You avoid revolving
door remedies;twenty-four years of
scientifically validated, published
research shows Saint Francis has the
highest documented success rate in

helping troubled youths and their families, Our JCAHO accreditation and our
45 years of specialization with conduct
disorder assures quality care with satisfaction, The Saint Francis Academy
is a national healthcare system of inpatient, residential, step down,and
wilderness programs serving ages ten
through eighteen, Approved by most
insurance companies. Call toll-free
for more information.
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THE
SAINT
FRANCIS

ACADEMY
INCORPORATED

Atchison, Ellsworth, and Salina, Kansas
National Office: 1-800-423-1342
Atchison,1-800-661-2963
Lake Placid, NewYork 1-500-822-4363

EAP Odds and Ends
Frank P. Burger, CEAP
he following is a collection of employee assistance program (EAP) odds and ends I
thought you might find of interest.
A few years ago, a local union EAP committee chairperson asked if I knew of any other committees
using personality profiles. The committee thought it
might be a good idea to somehow screen new applicants to their committee, and using a personality
profile seemed just the thing. I told them I knew of
none and followed with this word of caution—anythingput into writing, such as a personality profile,
could come back to haunt the committee if a rejected
applicant decided to file a grievance. I recommended
the committee just decide in their minds what kind
of person they wanted and go from there. The committee also brought up the idea of a code of ethics,
which I recommended be handled the same way—
doritwrite it out, but confront an errant member
who is embarrassing the committee just as you
would conduct an EAP referral. I may be wrong
about the code of ethics. When you think about it,
what's wrong with a committee having its own
"private EAP" governed by a conduct code, as long
as the bad conduct is not work-related?
A utilization review conversation:
Reviewer:"Does the patient admit that she has a
problem with alcohol and marijuana?" (In other
words, is she working the first step?)
Wrong Response:"She's having some trouble with
the first step."
Correct Response:"She presently has a cognitive
problem with that."
The conversation continues with the counselor
translating the language of Alcoholics Anonymous
into clinical jargon. The reviewer understands it and
likes the translation.
A local union surveyed its members to determine
the extent of drug use and what could be done about
it. Almost three-fourths of the workers responded. A
few of the questions and their results included:
Do you think your workplace should be drug free?
Yes = 726 No = 35
Do you think there is a drug problem in our mill?
Yes ~ 456 No = 262
Do you think the union and the company should
develop a program to ensure that all employees benefit
from adrug-free workplace?
Yes =617 No =144
Would you be willing to participate in a drug-test if
everyone from the mill manager to the last person hired
participated?
Yes = 612 No = 147

(As for this last question, everyone would participate in a one-time, mass testing, and anyone testing
positive would be confidentially counseled.)
12

When six members said they would withdraw
from the union if they had to take a drug test, the
local union wondered about the legal aspects of such
an agreement and sought my advice. I advised them
that they were within their legal rights to agree to a
one-time, mass testing and also advised them to put
more energy into their EAP. The testing, which was
estimated to cost around $30,000, did not take place.
From a conversation with a lawyer working for the
American Civil Liberties Union on workplace issues:
"So what's the latest with the drug testing business?"
I asked.
"On high-risk jobs, we're pushing for this Pac-Man
game,as I call it. You know,that hand-eye coordination
video where everyone establishes their own baseline."
"Performance testing, right? I'm familiar with it.
Only problem is, workers have to take it every time
they come to work. That's dehumanizing."
"But we feel it's better than urinating in a cup."
I've been in touch with ASAM regarding the discussion
on national health care reform. They shared with me a
core benefit statement they had sent to Hillary Rodham
Clinton and Tipper Gore. Among their recommendations:
• Primary care and specialty treatment for substance
use disorders should be specifically included in any
basic health benefit and not subsumed under another
category such as mental health.
• Coverage should include a continuum of primary
care and specialty services that provide effective
treatment for substance use disorders.
• Caps or limits on numbers of treatment visits,
days, or payments should be applied the same as
any other chronic disease.
• Coverage for alcohol, nicotine, and other drug dependencies should be nondiscriminatory on the
same basis as any other medical care.
• Treatment should be financed from the same
source as any other primary disease. Additional
revenue could come from taxes on alcohol and tobacco products, but the budget for substance use disorder treatment should not be contingent on sales of
these products.
Okay! ASAM is right on top of things.
■

Frank P. Burger,
CEAP,is director
of the EAP Services
Department, United
Paperworkers
International
Union, AFL-CIO,
CLC,in Nashville,
Tennessee.

~Zet~r~i'ng chi~d~ioad to children...
72-Bed Acute Care Psychiatric Hospital for Children and Adolescents
Sp~eializedPrvgramslnclude:
■
General Psychiatric Care
■
Duai diagnosed (psychiatric and drug/alcohol) Adolescents
Children Under 12 years old
■

Program Components.'
■
Crisis Stabilization
Diagnostic Evaluation
■
Individual Therapy
■
■
Group and Family Therapy
Recreational Therapy
■
■
Expressive Therapy
Discharge Planning
■
Affiliates Program
■

National Hospital
for Kids in CrisissM
Ending their pain

5300 KidsPeace Drive, Orefield, PA 18069-9101 1-800-44-MY-KID
Accredited by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations, Middle States Association of Colleges and Schools and the American Association of Psychiatric Services for Children.
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NEWS UPDATE

URAC Now Accredits 62 Organizations, Finds 72% Take Action To Improve
Accountability
The non - profit, Washington, D.C., based Utilization Review Accreditation
Commission (URAC) held its second Annual Meeting in April. Formed in
1990, URAC has accredited 62 UR organizations with another 50 under investigation-a combined total equal to roughly one -third of the nation's
UR industry. Among those firms accredited, URAC executive director,
Elizabeth Friberg, reports that 720 of them took action to improve their
methodology or accountability, including: 27o improved their notification
procedures for UR decisions; ~3o improved their operations, mainly by
extending hours of operation; and, 90 improved staff or program qualifications. Six states now grant a state UR license to firms with URAC
accreditation, and two states and the District of Columbia (Workers'
Compensation only) mandate URAC accreditation. URAC will release its
revised National Utilization Review Standards for public comment in June.
(URAC, 202 - 296 -0120)
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SHRM Survey Shows Most Organizations Have Policies on Discrimination
Against Homosexuals
While Congress delaates the issue of allowing homosexuals into the
military, a Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM) survey
revealed that a majority of companies already have in place policies
against discrimination in employment on the basis of sexual orientation.
Of 145 SHRM members surveyed, 63% said their organizations have a policy
against such discrimination (38% said their policy was written and the
remainder "unwritten, though widely understood") Two - thirds (660) said
their organizations did not offer domestic partner health coverage,
bereavement leave for a partner's death, relocation assistance, employee
discounts, or use of the organization's facilities for gay and lesbian
and non - traditional families, all of which are common benefits for married
couples. However, 90 of respondents do offer bereavement leave for the
death of a partner and 20 cover a domestic partner's health care coverage.
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.Recognizing the Potential Workers' Comp Stress Claimant
According to the Laguna Hills, Calif., based LifeLirik, there are two
types of workers most prone to a stress- related workers' comp claim.
14
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Health Sentry
• offers an active approach to health
promotion,
•increases
awareness of your EAP,
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Free custom
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Your yearly subscription includes four information-packed issues for each
employee. Each copy can be personalized on the front with your company
name and logo and on the back with your EAP contact name and phone
number.

Imprinting
with x,000+
Copies'•

SUBSCRIBE NOW AND RECEIVE THE NEXT AVAILABLE ISSUE!
~ 1 /I'.\'\

Attitudes on Fraud and Workers' Compensation and Disability Claims Studied
Of more than 1,900 adults surveyed, 25o knew of someone collecting disability insurance even though they were well enough to return to work
and had a job to return to, according to an Insurance Research Council
(IRC) report released last December. The survey, conducted by the Roper
Organization for the IRC, also found: about 1 in 12 respondents said it
is okay for someone injured at home to claim that the injury was wozkrelated in order to collect workers' comp benefits; between 4o and 17%
said it is okay to engage in acts ranging from participating in a fraud
zing to staying out of work longer than medically necessary; and, 10%
said it is okay to claim disability benefits and stay off work for a
month because they are 'stressed out.' The survey found that, in most
cases, workers aged 18 to 34 were more likely to approve of filing a
false workers' comp or disability claim than older workers.

p~Shing Your
~1~~,kSelfEsteem

Join the growing number of
employee assistance programs
that distribute their own personalized quarterly newsletFer,
Each four-page issue of Health Sentry
features up-to-the-minute information
and expert advice on alcohol and
other drug problems, mental health,
wellness, nutrition, and fitness-all
geared toward helping your employees
lead healthier, more productive lives.
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HERE'S HOW:
Just select the number of copies you wish to receive, then complete and return
the order below.

send my company cone-year subscription
girder FormPlease
(4 issues per year)to Haalth Santry. We wish to
:eive
copies(minimum 100).To determine your total cost,
iltiply your number of employees by the subscription rate listed below.
~ imprint changes where applicable.
Number
of Employees

f-Year subscription
Rate (4 issues)

100,000+

$ .52

X0,000 - 99,999

$ .60

x,000 - 49,999

$ ,gp

custom Imprineing

Subscriptions may begin wlih any Issue — Winter, Fall, Spring, or Summer. Your copies will
be shipped In bulk to one location and prices Include all postage and shipping charges.
We will bill you annually for your subscription. Canadian orders add 7% GST plus 540.00
(or one years' subscription for shlppinp k handling

Please Bill::
Company

Ship To:

City

City

Company
Address

7,000 - 19,999

g ~,~ 2

1,000 - 9,999

$ ~ ,32

.,000 -4,999

$1,60

500 - 999

$1.80

100 - 499

$2,g2

Personalized

wFront

ZIP

ZIP

And
w'Back
Covers
Imprinting available For only
530 per quarcerly issue
Imprinting available for only
$30 per quarterly issue.

1 your logo or company name as you wish it to appear on the front cover, and
r phone number or contact name for the back cover imprinting. We will typeset all

or you.

State

Name

Name

Title

Title

Signature

Signature

Phone #

Phone #

Fax #

Fax #
To Order By Phone, call 800/453-7733

Return this order form with payment to:
Performance Resource Press, Inc., 1863 Technology Drive, Troy, MI 48083-4244
FAX: 313/588-6633
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CONSULTANTS DIRECTORY

CONSULTANTS DIRECTORY

EAPs and MANAGED
CARE PROGRAMS save
employers money on
health costs.
They
also save
employees.

Charles Pilkington
Lawrence Healy

H~F641RNS
ASSOCIATES

,~~~~~
Parl offhe Aelna Nealfh Plans family
The country's oldest and largest provider of
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T'he second form of harassment,
the hostile work environment,
occurs when a work environment
is sexually offensive to the point that
it interferes with an employee's
job performance. A victim may be
persistently stared at, visually undressed, pinched, and commented
about, but never promised or
denied anything linked to his/her
job. As actions severe enough to
interfere with one person's job
may not interfere with another's,
this form of harassment is a legal
gray area. In determining a hostile
environment, courts generally
evaluate the severity and the pervasiveness of the offensive act,
including: whether the conduct
was verbal, physical, or both; how
often the behavior was repeated;
whether the conduct was hostile
or blatantly offensive; whether the
harassment was directed at more
than one person; and, whether
others joined in perpetrating the
harassment.

Joni E. jolmston, Psy.D.
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S ies sug~hat between 42% and 90% of worki
omen will experience sexual harassment at
so e point in their career.1 Although most sexual
harassment victims are women,the number of men
reporting such incidents is on the rise.2 Recent
studies also suggest that the higher a woman is on
the corporate ladder, the greater the likelihood she
will be harassed.3 Also, sexual harassment is more
likely to occur in an unstable work environment,
placing employees of companies that are restructuring
or downsizing especially at risk.4
The financial toll of sexual harassment also has
been well-documented. A 1988 Working Woman survey
of 160 companies estimated that sexual harassment
costs the average Fortune 500 company $6.7 million a
year in lost productivity, employee turnover, and
22

absenteeisrn.5 However, a~ the Civil Rights Act of
1991 expanded the righ " bf victims, these costs are
likely to go higher.(Arr~izg those rights granted in
the 1991 Act include the'victi s right to a jury trial,
punitive damages of up to $3,000[depending on
the number of workers employed by the organization],
and protection for two a itional groups—overseas
employees working for .S. 'rms and Congressional
employees.)
Sexual Harassment Defined
The courts define "sexual harassment" as behavior
that is unwelcome and sexual in nature. "Unwe1comeness," defined as behavior that is not solicited
or encouraged by the victim,
ands the previous
guideline of "voluntary."6 For~nce,under the
by the victim is considered unwel
~ regar es
whether he/she voluntarily went t ~
~rtain location
with the harasser, had a previously consensual
relationship with the harasser, or even engaged in
sexual horseplay with co-workers. In court, zvelcomeness is determined by the nature of the conduct, the
behavior of the victim, and, in particular, his/her
response to the conduct.
There are two types of sexual harassment: the quid
pro quo type and the hostile work environment.
Although only five percent of sexual harassment
complaints are of the blatant, quid pro quo type
(defined as a request for a sexual favor in exchange
for an employment benefit, such as a promotion or
salary increase), this form of sexual harassment
receives the most media attention.
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The Emotional Toll
Sexual harassment usually results
in some degree of distress. In a
recent survey of over 9,000 women,
only 17% of those who had been
harassed reported no psychological
discomfort because of their experience. Roughly 12% of sexual harassment victuns seek professional help.
The victim's degree of emotional
distress following the harassment
act is dependent upon several variables,including the severity and
duration of the harassment. Rape
or other forms of physical assault
are obviously more traumatic than
verbal comments or gestures.
Similarly, the longer the harassment
has occurred, the longer recovery
will likely take. Other variables include the victim's history of sexual
trauma,such as rape or incest, and
the organizations response to the
complaint once it is filed. The
sooner an investigation into a
complaint takes place, the lesser
the victim's degree of trauma.$
A victim's stress reactions
generally fall into three areas—
work related, psychological, and
physical.9 As for work-related
stress, victims most commonly
report an inability to concentrate
on the job followed by persistent
anger and fear at the unjustness of
the situation. They also often

describe decreased motivation
and uncertainty toward their own
competence and skills. Attempts to
avoid a recurrence of the situation
may lead to absenteeism, which in
turn may interfere with an investigation, particularly if the harassment
has taken place over an extended
period.
Symptoms of psychological stress
include lowered self-esteem due to
self-blame and guilt and a general
sense of nervousness or tension.
Many victims obsess about their
own behavior, dress, or demeanor
in an attempt to understand why
they were the victim. A loss of
empowerment frequently leads to
passive behavior, particularly if
the alleged harasser is in a higher
occupational status than the victim.

The third type of stress-related
complaint is physical. Victims typically describe tension headaches,
stomach complaints, and fatigue.
It is not unusual for a victim to fail
to make a connection bettiveen these
symptoms and the harassment, yet
many say such physical complaints
cease when the harassment ends.
Studies show that individuals
who sexually harass tend to do so
repeatedly.lb The motivations behind such actions vary from someone who abuses his/her status or
power to achieve sexual favors, to
someone who is insensitive to the
changes in male/female workplace
etiquette over the last 20 years.11
Whatever the intent, the workplace
suffers.
Sexual harassment can disrupt
workplace relationships and individuals who are not directly subjected
to the harassment. Depending upon
the relationship between the
harasser and the victim, other
employees may be involved in the
complaint process or used as a
sounding board before the formal
complaint is filed. If the complaint
is delayed, the workplace can
be stressful until the incident is
addressed.
The Role of the EAP Professional
As an EAP professional, balancing
the rights and concerns of the
company and the individuals involved in a sexual harassment
situation can be challenging. Only
with clear-cut corporate policies
and swell-coordinated, clearly
defined relationship between the
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the EAP professional functioned
as an objective party, problemsolving possible courses of action
with the client. Most external EAP
professionals said they informed
clients of their rights and options
and encouraged them to confront
their harasser verbally, yet left the
decision whether to take such action with the client.
As for internal EAP professionals,
the survey showed that Yhey tend
to become more involved than
their external counterparts when a
client presents a harassment complaint. Many internal EAP professionals work closely with other
corporate entities, such as the
personnel office or the EEO officer
in the inve-stigation. At General
Dynamics, Fort Worth Division,
the alleged victim is encouraged
to sign a release to the EEO officer
who then begins an investigation
and approaches the alleged
harasser. Marilyn Anderson, the
General Dynamics EAP Administrasaid she encourages patients
to confront the harasser verbally
and to follow the company's internal grievance procedure. Anderson said she keeps detailed notes
about everything that is discussed
during session—including her
own questions and responses—
and encourages the patient to

tor,

t0

This timely guidebook provides a basic overview
of managed mental health care systems and
strategies. It aids busy clinicians and prospective
clinicians in selecting a quality managed care program or EAP;learning new EAP models that incorporate managed care features; and much more.

personnel office, the Equal
Employment Opportunity(EEO)
officer, and the EAP can the matter
can b2 effectively addressed.
According to a survey of Dallasarea EAP professionals and their
roles in sexual harassment complaints, most EAP professionals
working with external programs
reported handling such complaints
just as they would any other
presenting problem—complete

document the sexual harassment

incidents. Regardless of whether
the alleged victim refuses to sign a

release or to confront the alleged
harasser, confidentiality is strictly
maintained.
Due to sexual harassment~S
lIYlpact on an organization~ EAP
professionals should consider
proactive prevention education
approaches. EAP directors should
update their staff on sexual harassment laws and coordinate with
other departments to promote
employee education and training.
EAP Digest —May/June 1993
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Studies show that even a few hours
of sexual harassment education
can increase sensitivity and
promote behavior change.
Counselling for the Harasser
It is not uncommon for harassers
to receive mandatory counselling
for substantiated allegations in an
internal grievance procedure. As
with any mandated treatment situation, establishing trust and rapport
is often the greatest challenge as
the harasser may view the EAP
professional as a company ally. If
trust issues continue, an outside

referral should be considered.
Treatment issues may revolve
around the ventilation of feelings
and behavior change. Regardless
of the motivation behind the sexual
harassment act, many harassers
feel confused and persecuted by the
investigation process. Once these
feelings are addressed, an educational, reality-oriented treatment
approach should be adopted, one
that outlines the legal definition of
sexual harassment, targets specific
offensive behavior, and offers
clear guidelines for a person to
assess his/her behavior in the
future.
As managers may look to EAP
professionals for quickfixes or guarantees that the behavior will not
recur, it is important to maintain
clear boundaries with the harasse~'s
supervisors and co-workers.
When researching outside referral
sources, the following guidelines
may be useful in assessing treatment effectiveness and referral
source qualifications.
•In treating sexual harassers,
group psychotherapy tends to be
more effective than individual
therapy.12
• The person conducting treatment should be familiar with federal
and state sexual harassment laws
as treatment inevitably includes
employment and legal decisions.
•Role playing and prevention
education are key components of
effective treatment. A primary
treatment goal is to help the individual regain a sense of empowerment over what is often
perceived as a helpless situation.
Conclusion
The EAP professional should
make his/her role in dealing with
EAP Digest —May/June 1993

sexual harassment complaints
quite clear. While most EAP
professionals are not a part of their
organization's formal, internal
grievance procedure, they can
facilitate a quick resolution by
proactively establishing clear
boundaries and clearly separating
duties with the personnel departrnent and the EEO officer. They
also Can take an active role in

promoting sexual harassment
prevention in the workplace.
Once a complaint is lodged, the
EAP professional can serve as an
objective party, maintaining client

confidentiality while helping the
client asses his/her rights and options. Yet deciding which option
to pursue is always the client's
responsibility.
■
See page 48 for a list of references.

Joni E. Johnston,rsy.u.,~S a clinical
psychologist in private practice in Dallas,

Texas.she and Dallas trial attorney,Sara

Adams,are co-founders of Dual Solutions, a
training and development company
specializing in gender diversity.
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Finally, consider the influence
of managed care, a presumed
remedy for rising health care costs.
The most frequent criticisms
leveled against the managed care
industry target its main function—
its system of decision-making.
Some decisions appear to be based
on policies that fail to account for
an individual's needs,such as when
a failed attempt at outpatient care
is required for admission to inpatient. Allowable days of treatment or costs per day may also
seem inappropriately determined,
and the EAP professional or
provider often wonders why two
similar situations are treated
differently by the same managed
care company on the same day.
In an attempt to understand this
decision-making process, those

Gerald D. Shulman, MA,FACATA
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mployee assistance program(EAP) professionals have played a major role in
the early identification and intervention of alcohol or other drug abusing
employees. This has led to a greater likelihood that such employees return
to productive employment at reduced costs for the employer. Yet many
EAPs are increasingly coming under competing pressures that complicate their
tasks. Among these pressures are quality care, provider marketing, escalating
health care costs, and the impact of managed care.
Quality care has always been a concern for EAPs, but what constitutes ga~ality care
and the relationship between quality and cost are under debate. Most concerns
have centered upon which level of care and which length of stay is appropriate for
the client, which has given rise to the "inpatient versus outpatient" controversy.
And while licensure and accreditation organizations such as the Joint Commission
on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations provide some indication of quality,
they do not address the ways in which certain clinical decisions are made.
Another pressure involves the marketing of alcohol and other drug addiction
treatment. As the number of persons accessing treatment falls, the number of
professionals marketing alcohol or other drug addiction treatment appears on the
rise. Employees who require treatment should have the continuum of care available
to them, yet few providers are able to offer the entire continuum. As such, marketers
naturally emphasize use of the type of care provided by their facility rather than the
type of care that is most clinically appropriate for the employee. The best example of
this is the continued reliance on marketing the fixed length of stay inpatient program
and its replacement, the inpatient program with shorter fixed lengths of stay determined by the client's insurance coverage.
A third factor affecting EAPs is escalating health care costs and the alleged role
of behavioral health care in this escalation (although the real impact of treatment
on costs has proven minimal). Some EAP professionals have bottom line accountability for costs and may be required to cut health care expenditures even when
such a strategy may be more costly in the long run. Others who do not have direct
bottom line responsibility have some level of accountability in terms of the health
care costs incurred by employees using the EAP.
26
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Patient placement criteria
provide an objective means
to determine the correct
match between the
intensity of treatment and
the needs of the patient.
inquiring as to the managed care
firm's criteria may learn that the
criteria are "proprietary' and
cannot be shared with the EAP
or provider (13 states now have
legislation requiring the disclosure
of this criteria and other states
have such legislation proposed).
One solution to these pressures
involves the use of patient placement criteria. Patient placement
criteria provide an objective means
to determine the correct match
between the intensity of treatment
and the needs of the patient.
Some 50 different sets of patient
placement criteria are in use today,
most of them developed and used
by insurance, managed care, and
utilization review firms. Among the
two most widely accepted criteria
are "The Cleveland Criteria" and
the"NAATP(National Association
of Addiction Treatment Providers)
Patient Placement Criteria."
In 1989, NAATP and the
American Society of Addiction
Medicine(ASAM)jointly agreed

to develop new patient placement
criteria. As such, two task forces
were formed, one each to develop
adult and adolescent criteria. Task
force members were drawn from
various treatment disciplines and
represented providers of different
levels of care. Each task force's goal
was to develop a system of levels
of care that would provide the
most appropriate treatment—no
more intensive and no more costly
than necessary.
The effort resulted in the development of the current ASAM
"Patient Placement for the Treatment of Psychoactive Substance
Use Disorders," also known simply
as the ASAM Criteria. Task force
members relied heavily on the
Cleveland and NAATP criterion
and the DSM-III-R (Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual, volume III,
revised) to develop the means both
to match patients to different
levels of care and to decide continued stay and discharge.
The ASAM Criteria consists
of four levels of treatment distinguished by the following four
factors: the degree of direct medical
management; the degree of structure; safety and security; and, the
degree of treatment intensity
provided. Two levels of care are
outpatient. Level I is Outpatient
(traditional) or fewer than nine
contact hours per week and Level
II, Intensive Outpatient/Partial
Hospitalization, involves a minimum
of nine treatment hours per week
within a structured program.
There are two levels of inpatient
treatment. Level III is Medically
Monitored Intensive Inpatient treatment and Level IV is Medically
Managed Intensive Inpatient
treatment. Levels III and IV are
distinguished by the acuity of
medical/ psychiatric services
required.
The criteria document defines
the four levels of care with a
programmatic description. The
document also includes diagnostic
and dimensional admission criteria,
indications for level of care, and
criteria for continued stay and
discharge.
Individuals are also evaluated
along six different dimensions
(dimensional criteria):
1. Acute intoxication and/or
withdrawal potential;
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2. Biomedical conditions and
complications;
3. Emotional/behavioral conditions and complications,including,
(A) psychiatric conditions, or
(B) psychological or emotional/
behavioral complications of known
or unknown origin such as poor
impulse control, changes in mental
health, or,
(C)transient neuropsychiatric
complications;
4. Treatment acceptance/
resistance;
5. Relapse potential; and,

6. Recovery environment.
The criteria were designed so
that people who need care can
enter treatment at any level and
move up or down the intensity
continuum as dictated by their
condition and treatment progress
During January and February
of 1991, the work of the task forces
was reviewed and tested within
the treatment community. The
first seminar on the use of the
criteria was held in March,1991.
A second review was conducted
last November resulting in the
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there may be other issues
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repressed in your
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subconscious causing
of reality, responsibility and
process these issues through
respect –and gives you the
dysfunctional relationships,
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creation of task forces to develop
and refine the criteria further,
operationalize the current criteria,
develop outcome research based
on use, and consider reimbursement issues.
This system of patient placement for alcohol and other drug
dependent adults and adolescents
offers a rational approach using
external, objective criteria for
admission, continued stay, and
discharge. The criteria not only
provide the EAP with a system
that makes sense, but insurance
benefits can be restructured in
such a way that more clinically appropriate treatment can be offered
without increasing the costs to the
purchaser.
e appear to be on a
In responding to competing
collision course in
pressures described earlier, the
terms of providing
criteria can assist EAP professionals
mental health services
in several ways. In so doing, EAPs
to those in need. One side of the
can become part of the process to
road is filled with needy consumers
have these criteria accepted as the
seeking help in resolving their
standard in the treatment field., For
personal and familial conflicts.
example,EAP professionals can use
Their pain is real, their losses
the criteria for making decisions
measurable and quite high,and their
about level of care for employees
problems do not commonly lend
with alcohol or other drug probthemselves to short-term resolution.
lems. Furthermore, they can
Financial issues limit their access
demand that providers use these
to long-term professional resources.
criteria in their decision making
The other side of the road is filled
(e.g., only refer employees to
with an assortment of care maninpatient programs using the
agers trying to contain the costs of
ASAM Criteria to determine
mental health services while providlengths of stay).
ing assistance and support. Their
EAP professionals also can
concern is genuine, their mission
advocate for appropriate insurance
complicated by the nature of the
coverage which does not have a
terrain, and their efforts are often
predetermined benefit structure,
constrained. Financial issues limit
yet which reimburses for the most
their ability to provide long-term
appropriate level of care without
professional resources.
exceeding current costs. They can
These two groups are destined
refuse to accept the premise that
to crash. In that crash, we will be
decisions being made about their
faced with the fallout of insufficient
clients are based on "proprietary"
assistance by inadequate providers.
criteria which cannot be shared. ■
The early warning signs are already
Gerald D. Shulman, MA,FACATA,is
apparent:
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• a general discontent among
Pennsylvania. He is also an author of the
mental
health providers and conASAM "Patient Placement Criteria for the
sumers regarding the "systern'—
Treatment of Psychoactive Substance Use
Disorders" and chairperson of an ASAM
its shortcomings and inequities;
task force currently revising and expanding
•capable, experienced, profesthe criteria.
sional providers choosing not to
be part of networks with unrealistic
For a copy of the ASAM Criteria,
time
limitations, inadequate fee
contact: American Society of
untimely payments,or
schedules,
Addiction Medicine,5225
paperwork or phone
unreasonable
Wisconsin Avenue, N.W.,Suite
review;
409, Washington, DC 20015;
•consumers who are part of less
202-244-8948.
desirable provider networks being

William N. Penzer, PhD
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Prevention Education
to Balance
Shrinking Resources
given less time, attention, and
appointment priority in favor of
consumers with better insurance
or self-pay abilities;
•consumers falling through the
cracks of eligibility because of
limitations imposed by their
managed care organizations (i.e.,
referred through primary care
physicians, peer review beyond
two visits, etc.);
• patients using cumbersome
approval processes or limited
short-term treatment as part of
their resistance to making a
therapeutic commitment; and,
• much counter-therapeutic
energy invested to beat the system.
Though there are some
reasonable and realistic managed
care plans, many more are fraught
with problems of one kind or
another. This is especially true
of organizations that are trying
to capitalize on reducing costs to
increase their gains.
Unfortunately, as needs and
costs soar over the next decade,
the less adequate plans will
proliferate. Reimbursements for
therapy will continue to decline
as will the service itself given the
self-selection of providers. The
medical/mental health cost factor
has gotten so wildly out of control, it is hard to envision need or
reason tempering the situation. Extreme conditions beget extreme
solutions that do not truly solve
anything. Cost-containment
without quality assurance only
contains service, and costs ultimately rise in such short-sighted,
short-term situations.

While the luxury of individual,
long-term therapy will decline,
short-term, cognitive therapy
combined with chemotherapy
will dominate. The support group
explosion will continue as will
the production of self-help tools
for recovery. The medical model
of practitioner evaluation and
longer-term intervention will give
way to a more prescriptive mentality (i.e.,"Read this book,listen
to this tape, go to this meeting,
and dorit call me for a month").
While not all of this is negative,
it will not accommodate those with
more serious needs. For example,
consider those clients who come
to our offices in very fragile, selfconscious, and sensitized states.
Group therapy doesrit suit them
and neither does bibliotherapy as
they are petrified to read about
their conditions. They need a
kinder, gentler, more supportive
intervention.
Additionally, there are clients
who lack the intellectual, emotional,
or motivational resources to take
advantage of such self-based
prescriptions. How will they fare?
What will they do? Who will be
there to help? More generally, how
will we overcome the inhibiting
effects of group resistance when
we have such difficulty with it
one-on-one? What about the limits
of cognitive therapy and.the
tighter time frames that will not
provide a "spoonful of transference"
to help the therapy go down?
Given all these issues, a crash
of serious proportion seems
inevitable.
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Residential and Outpatient Services for
Alcohol and Other Drug Problems.
Facilities in Chelsea, Jackson and Ann Arbor
with 24 hour availability.

313-475-4100.1-800-828-8020
A Joint Program of'tltie University of'Mieliigci~L NLeclieczl Ce~iter
ccnd Chelsea Community liosptital

775 South Main, Chelsea, Michigan 48118-1399
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At Psychiatric Center of Michigan Hospital, we understand the
unique challenges facing your company. With our wide range of
flexible psychiatric and chemical dependency treatment options,
we can help turn troubled employees to full productivity.
• Free, immediate, on-site
consultations, 24-hours a
day, 7 days a week.
• Inpatient and Partial
Hospitalization Mental
Health Services for adults
and adolescents.
• Back to work conferences.
• Dual Diagnosis.
• LifeSpan — A program
designed for later-life adults.

• Behavioral Psychiatric
Program for closed head
injury patients.
• Aftercare services.
•1CAH0 accredited, OSAS
licensed, OHIP approved.
• Great Lakes Recovery
Center—adult inpatient
treatment center for the
chemically dependent.

Psychiatric
35031 23 Mile Road
New Baltimore, MI 48047
Call us ... we understand.

Center of

,~+~

1-800/537-7924
Circle #17 on Reader Service Card
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1Vlichigarc
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All this leads to an important
conclusion: We must plan and
prepare for these fundamental
treatment changes in ways that will
increase the likelihood of their
being effective. If the way we help
people with emotional problems
is undergoing modification, then
we must modify the nature of
emotional problems themselves. In
fact, we are already beginning to
make these modifications; education and information is awakening
our communal consciousness.
Most importantly, organizations
and their employee assistance
programs(EAPs) are playing and
will continue to play significant
roles in paving the road ahead.
Workshops, posters, books, articles,
brochures, tapes, videos, and the
like serve a critical communication
function. Early intervention is
fostered by information and awareness. For the new, time-limited
approaches to have a chance,
early information is essential.
Many of the fragile, sensitized
people previously mentioned became that way after years of defeating, deflating encounters. Abusive,
self-destructive thoughts,feelings,
and behaviors wear down the self "
to these sensitized levels. The same
holds true for defeating relationships allowed to linger too long.
Knowledge offers the power and
potential to bring people to treatment earlier when they are healthier, thereby reducing intervention
time and improving the effectiveness of therapy. We often take for
granted that everyone knows what
we know. Yet the truth is that
ignorance abounds among both the
general public and other professionals. Noteworthy is that many
organizations, including the
National Institute of Mental Health,
are accelerating information dissemination and have placed this
goal high on their agendas for 1993
and Ueyond. Hopefully, EAPs will
continue to make strong contributions in this area as well. Newsletter
articles, lunch hour presentations,
encouraging telephone questions,
a lending library, EAP bulletin
boards, or brochures on display in
public areas all provide important
information.
Coupled with information
dissemination, there needs to be
an ongoing, early-intervention
EAP Digest —May/June 1993

message. People literally need to
be brainwashed to react to their
emotional fevers just as they would
respond to body temperatures
above 101 degrees Fahrenheit.
While we don't want to create panic,
we do want to create a greater
awareness of the advantages of
responding over resisting. If we are
to name that tune and help people
in six visits or less, we must get in
early before infectious complications
and coping disordered mechanisms
have taken control. If we are to
save the house with our garden
hose, the alarm must sound upon
the first whiffs of smoke,not when
the flames are licking at the walls.
Yet as we are all too well aware,
the opposite is usually the case:
People dorit come forward for
assistance until their mental houses
have been leveled. First, they do
very little. Then, they get lost in
medical space. Eventually, hopefully, they land on the doorsteps
of a mental health professional.
For the resources of the future to
be effective clients must reach us
'
more directly and in a more timely
fashion. The efficiency of our
labors can only be as good as the
effectiveness of the delivery network. EAPs are the emotional
ambulances which directly and
indirectly transport those in need
to treatment at rapid speed. Time
warps produce mind warps that
we cannot afford in our costeontained culture.
Along with education, EAP
professionals need to clearly
present consumers with the host
of available options. The different
tYl'es of treatment and supl'ort
groups, the relevant tools and
aids available and their cost and
time commitments need to be
identified and explained in understandable terms. Too often, people
get lost on the way to getting help.
They become confused and disoriented, then disinclined to pursue

any assistance at all. A number of
people still ask,'What's the difference between a psychologist
and a psychiatrist?' In the early
intervention and efficient service
delivery model of the future,
everyone will need to know this
and much more. An important EAP
role is to facilitate help by outlining
cJzoice. Everyone will need as clear
an understanding of the mental
EAP Digest —May/June 1993
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health intervention process as they
currently have of the medical network. Furthermore, they will need
to know the early warning signs so
that they may react appropriately
and be more rapidly and powerfully nudged past their denials.
A natural extension of our
educational role is to take it to the
level of prevention. If this new
model of service delivery requires
that we reduce demands upon our
resources for providing help, we
need to reduce both the frequency
and intensity of emotional dysfunction. If there will be fewer

funds to support longer term
professional assistance, then we
need to reduce the amount of
assistance that is required.
Unfortunately, prevention is a
frequently discussed though infrequently acted upon issue. The
typical reasons cited are limited
resources—financial and human.
We are always too overwhelmed
by assisting those in need today
to prevent others from needing
assistance in the future. To avert
an unparalleled mental health
care crisis in America, we can't
allow the emotionally wounded
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°My moods were ruled by my eating
disorder which demanded secrecy and led to

non-denominational Christian perspective,
I know asking for help might be

lies and little trust in om• marriage. Treahnent at
Remuda Ranch prepared us to deal with life's
realistic ups and downs.
Located just 60 miles northwest of
l'lioeni~ in the beautiful Sonoran Desert, this
specialized treatment center has been designed
exclusively for women suffering with anorexia,
bulimia, sexual abuse and related problems. It
is a restful oasis in which to reflect, replenish,

frightening and difficult, but Remuda Ranch
offers hope for a new life.°

rediscover and recuperate.

Remuda Ranch is listed to the top 10%

After careful, comprehensive assessment
of mY eating disorder~ an individualized
treatment plan was designed to meet my
medical, psychological, nutritional and spiritual
needs. The spiritual component was From a

~~^~-~~~YL-~

Calll-800-445-1900 ~zow!
Calls aye confidential.
Most insurances accepted.
ofthe raatton's accredttedfaciCities 6y
theJoint Commission on Accreditation
ofHealthcare Organizations

~~o)-your assurance o the
highest level ofdedicate

professional treatment.
~ ~ %p~
r~~

Center fox Anorexia cmd Bulimia
Jack Burden Road Box 2481 Wickenburg, Arizona 85358

1-$~~-445-19Q~
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JCAHO ACCREDITED WITH COMMENDATION
New Hope Treatment Centers provide psychiatric treatment for
children and adolescenes whose behavioral problems include physical
aggression, chronic running away, and sexual abuse/victimization.
New Hope provides:
• Acute and extended residential
psychiatric services
• Psychoeherapy (individual,
group and family), psychoeducational services
• Individualized treatment plans
• Treatment for severely and
chronically troubled children
and adolescents
• Case management

•Nationally recognized
CreaCmenC unit for emorionally

disturbed adolescents with
primary problem of sexual
aggression — Charleston
campus only
• Medically managed, intensive,
therapeutic care seven days a
week.

New Hope Midlands
200 Ermine Road
W.Columbia, SC 29170
(Serves ages 9-18)

New Hope Charleston
225 Midland Parkway
Summerville, SC 29485
(Serves ages 12-18)

(803)?91-9918

(803)851-5010
Circle #19 on Reader Service Card

Hyland Child and
Adolescent Center

St. Anthony's
Psychiatric Center

Sexually abused children,
who should have been
nurtured and protected by
adults, were betrayed by
the same people upon
whom they depended. As
these children become
adolescents, feelings of
guilt, distrust, low selfesteem and anger interfere
with healthy development.
In a safe, supportive
environment where the
cycle of victimization can
be broken, survivors of
sexual abuse can begin
to heal.

While statistics are less
defined for men, nearly one
in four women is sexually
abused by the age of 18.
Adults who were sexually
abused may have problems
with intimacy, addictions
and patterns of troubled
relationships. With treatment in a safe environment,
these individuals can begin
to understand the effects of
child sexual abuse and learn
to create an emotionally
healthy life.

St. Anthony's Medical Center • St. Louis, MO 63128
Circle #20 on Reader Service Card
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to keep on hemorrhaging. Prevention programs control and contain
the bleeding, thereby limiting more
expensive suturing to a smaller
segment of the population. By the
year 2000, we must reduce the
level of extreme need from its
present third of the mental health
consumer population by half for
resources to match availability.
In addition, the powers that be
are not prone to pay for prevention.
A disease model drives reimbursement philosophies, totally bypassing preventive cost containment.
Insurance does not usually cover
wellness baby checks, vaccines,
or mammograms,and too often,
adults need to beg for a diagnostic
category to be reimbursed for their
annual physical. In mental health,
relationship counseling is not
covered by insurance even though
it can limit more serious individual
disorders. Individual counseling
is only eligible for reimbursement
with an approved diagnostic
category. And despite its obvious
preventive implications and cost
savings, hypnotherapy for smokingcessation or stress management
is not eligible for reimbursement
either.
As we move briskly toward the
next century, EAPs will need to include asolid prevention component.
One way to achieve this—the
Empowerment Center.

r

a wide array of materials, classes,
Center. This meeting would cover
and support groups. At the core
all the details and possibilities ofof this phase would lie a "Coping
fered by the Empowerment Center
and include results or testimonials Skills Building Component" that
offers developmental classes and
from those who had used it. The
tools such as:
goal of this meeting would be to
•self-confidence;
motivate, clarify, and answer ques• communication skills;
tions related to the Center. The
• assertiveness;
self-driven nature of the Center
•stress containment;
would be underscored while
participants would be oriented to
•healthy thinking and processing strategies;
all available resources.
After this meeting, participants
• achieving balance and
would then draw upon the resources
moderation;
• self-discipline;
of the Center's self-assessment
resources. This part of the Center
• dealing with feelings;
would make available to partici• building trust.
pants avariety of tools to evaluate
Excellent self-help materials in
their physical and emotional state. these areas abound and would be
Again, this is a Center based not
readily available, and support
on pathology, but on a model of
groups would cover each of these
self-development, personal growth, areas in their meetings.
and wellness. Needs would be
Another component would
identified and translated into goals
address physical goals including
and realistic time frames for attain- smoking cessation, weight reducment. Opportunities for computer
tion, exercise, healthy nutrition,
analysis and assistance in this
alcohol control, meditation, masaspect of the Center are obvious.
sage, etc. Medical resources and
Depending upon the results of
referrals would be available along
the self-assessment phase and the
with classes and support groups.
goals set forth for each participant,
In all instances, linkages to comthe next component would include
munity resources would be avail-

__able as would brief counseling and
support for those whose selfdevelopment goals would be blocked by more serious issues.
In the effort to modify needs to be
more aligned with future resources,
yet another preventive zone that
needs increased attention is our
youth. Empowerment Centers can
identify problems among children
and teens early on and provide the
coping skills training needed for
children with warning signs. We
know enough about emotional
pathology and its etiology to target
those children most at risk to
develop serious problems later in
life. Empowerment Centers can
begin early by giving them the
coping tools they need.
In reality, the focus on
pathologic or problem containment
to match cost containment must
necessarily focus on youth because
it is among youth that early intervention, education, and support
can have the most impact. Such
efforts are already underway in
many schools and educational
communities. Our focus should
be on increasing such prevention
continued on page 41

If the patient is covered by insurances their EAP/Managed Care
is controlling were they w~11 be treated.
So, how do you Yet the decision makers know you9re opt there?

Empowerment Centers.
Imagine employees and family
members participating in a selfdriven physical and emotional
fitness program. Imagine a Center
stocked with a variety of selfassessment tools and self-help
materials, where support groups
are conducted almost hourly, and
where an arsenal of means to
achieve a balanced, healthy lifestyle are available for the asking.
Imagine a program based not on
pathology but on empowerment,
on building the coping skills
necessary for life in the 21st
century and beyond. Imagine
the Empowerment Center.
Clearly, there is room for much
creative work in developing such
a Center and in motivating people
to participate. Yet here is an overview of how it might work.
Initially, a group meeting
would welcome individuals to the

SAP Digest
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'I'R~ATI~I~NT DIR~C'TORYBEAP DIGEST knows hard times have hit the
treatment industry. You need to build
referrals with a continually decreasing
budget. That's why we developed the
EAP DIGEST Treatment Directory.
For just $90 per issue your facility will be right at
our readers' fingertips 6 times a year when they
need treatment options. Each treatment directory
listing is approximately 11/a column inches,
enough space for your program's name, address,

phone number, and a 50-60 word description
of your services. Circle #21 on Reader Service Card
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Roger J. Vanden Buscli, MA,MEd,MA

Outplacement Assistance:

~ %~;~i,I ';,
~'
ens of thousands of workers in both large `~!" """'!'"' .,
''y; n~~ ~~~'u,
and small companies continue to be dis- '~„'._ ~~~r ~~=y~4';` '~`'!```
~”
4y~ ~Illp
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placed dislodped and discouraged by
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layoffs. At the time of this writing, three '
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companies in the Green Bay, Wisconsin, area have
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announced either permanent or temporary layoffs.
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doors. It reopened under new ownership and is back to em~,,ll ~I~II <<'
ploying 300.
\~ a
As this layoffepidemic sweeps the nation, a growing number of companies '~ ~~
~ `~
(nearly 80% of Fortune 500 companies, according to one estimate) are showing
concern by providing outplacement assistance for individuals experiencing a job loss. Yet
most outplacement assistance is reserved for only white collar workers. What about blue
collar workers? By offering an outplacement benefit, companies provide an extended opportunity for employees to cope with personal,family, and transitional changes during a time of
stress. This helps the corporate image,strengthens morale, and minimizes the potential for
lawsuits. As for employees, outplacement assistance can help ease the emotional transition of
a layoff and direct an employee back into the job market.
In response to this layoff epidemic, our employee assistance program (EAP)rose to the challenge by developing afee-for-service outplacement assistance program for both white and blue
collar employees. The outplacement assistance program or OAP includes five stages or five P's:
Process, Probe, Plan, Pulling It All Together, and Pursue. A discussion of each stage follows.
Process. This first stage focuses on the employee's feelings about the job loss. The EAP professional must first focus on the stages of grief—shock, anger, depression, loss of self-esteem,
acceptance, and resolution. The individual's feelings and thoughts should be processed,
monitored, and resolved to a certain level before he or she is ready to move to the next stage,
which may take several sessions.
Probe. During this stage, the employee documents everything he or she possibly can about
him- or-herself as a person and as a candidate for employment,including:
— educational history, including the highest level of education achieved and non-credited
or special training programs;
34
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— employment history, including titles, places of employment,
and responsibilities;
— special skills and abilities, including analytical, administrative,
computer, mechanical, persuasive,
etc.;
— personal attributes such as
assertiveness, reliability, honesty,
loyalty, patience, and trustworthiness, to name a few;
— personal aptitudes or talents;
— personal goals, such as a
desire to travel, own a business, or
go back to school;
— personal influences such as
relationships, obligations, commitments,economic responsibilities,
physical health, and social connections;
— dreams of the ideal job; and,
— employment expectations
such as the opportunity for advancement,ethics, location, hours,
benefits, security, etc.
After completing these exercises,
individuals are asked to compile a
separate list of the top three factors
listed under their skills and abilities,
personal attributes, personal goals,
and employment expectations.
These are the criteria by which individualswill measure their future
employment options. Instruments
such as the Myers-Briggs Type
Indicator and the Strong Interest
Inventory also may be helpful
during this stage.
Plan. The next stage in the process
is to take all the information so far
gathered and begin transferring it
to specific occupations. At this point,
it is necessary to begin research on
careers or employers to eliminate
guesswork and to minimize the
potential for making the wrong
move. Sources of information include: books, trade magazines and
journals;job services; previous
employers; classified ads; bulletin
boards; civil service job bulletins;
Chambers of Commerce;friends,
neighbors, and relatives; door-todoor canvasses; instructors; temporary agencies; placement centers,
recruiters, and career centers; and,
computerized vocational guidance
systems available through some
libraries, technical colleges, universities, and school systems.
Pulling It All Together. At this
stage, the individual is ready to

prepare a resume and cover letter.
Although there are many different
layouts, OAP clients are taught the
five basic resume formats—
chronological,functional, targeted,
resume alternative, and creative
alternative. In developing the introductory cover letter, clients are
encouraged to keep these four
points in mind: it must be typed;
it must be brief as key points are
better left for the interview; it must
be dated and signed; and, it must
be checked for errors. Clients are
also cautioned against the most
common pitfalls, including: mailing
the resume without an introductory
letter; mentioning salary; using a
present or past employer's letterhead; and, being negative. If a
response to a resume is not received
within a reasonable amount of time,
clients are encouraged to send a
follow-up letter or telephone the
employer.

~aturaC
~.Cternative
~~r 2-roudled
}~out~G
~ Cost effective hospital
alternative
~ Residential treatment
for emotionally
troubled adolescents
~ Peer group counseling
~ Comprehensive assessment
l~ Nurturing environment

O Aftercare &transition
Purs7ce. In the final phase,employees
services
are encouraged to continue making
O Accredited education
connections for more information
and leads. Like the neck of an
program
hourglass, the job interview is the
d Family &social work
point at which all the client's planning and preparation passes. Clients
services
are encouraged to wear the appropriate attire, be on time, and be
ECKERD
prepared to answer difficult questions such as "iMiy did you applyfor
this position?""What are your
~` .
strengths and weaknesses?""What
do you think you can contribute to
our company?"and,"Wlzy do you
want to workfor us?" During the
interview, clients are urged to be
calm,confident, and, most of all,
FAMILY
to be themselves.
Y O U T H
Outplacement assistance
AI~'ER1V~[7VES
should be considered as a means
I N C.
to broaden the horizons of EAP.
Within the context of EAP,an
A Therapeutic
OAP can help individuals create a
Wilderness
successful career plan while instillTreatment Model
ing confidence in seeking and finding ajob in the midst of a layoff
epidemic.
■

~r~`'.

Roger J. Vanden Busch, MA,MEd,MA,is
an EAP counselor and clinical director of
EAP for the Employee Resource Center,Inc.,
of Green Bay, Wisconsin. The author would
like to thank Christine Muir, a former EAP
co-worker,for her assistance with this article.

1-800-554-HELP
Funded in part by states in which we operate:
Florida, Tennesace, North Carolina,
Rhode Island, Vermont, New Hampshire

Eckerd Family Youth Alternatives does not
discriminate in employment or admission.

Circle #22 on Reader Service Card
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We each take so many thingsfor granted; things like waterfor drinking and washing, electricity, street lights, tJ7e
roofs and walls ofour Jzouses —and in EAP work, "business as usual." Iri the early morning Hours ofAuga~st 24, 1992,
for so many residents ofsouth Florida, the devastatingfurl ofHurricane Andrew blew away all offlze above .. .
hen disastex strikes, whether it's a
natural disaster or a traumatic workplace incident, fihe employee assistance
program (EAP)and its credibility are
suddenly on the line. A hurricane, tornado, explosion,
fire, accident, injury, death—any emotion-filled,
traumatic event, and suddenly, with little or no
warning, it's no longer "business as usual." Some
very tough decisions need to be made—quickly. if
the EAP professional isri t prepared, it may already
be too late.
Home Depot's EAP runs pretty smoothly among
its 220 retail stores and over 35,000 employees nationwide. The company truly-cares about its employees
and supports its EAP. We call our EAP"ITome Depot's
C.A.R.E. Program," for "Caring, Assisting, and
Responding to Employees." And at Home Depot,
corporate caring is the muscle that makes it work.
As proof, consider what happened in the aftermath
of Hurricane Andrew.
Tuesday Morning, August 25th. At 11 a.m. the day
after Andrew struck, the first "Hurricane Meeting'
took place at Home Depot's corporate office in Atlanta.
Three stores in South Dade County, Florida—in
Kendall, Cutler Ridge, and Perrine—suffered damage,
and each was without power. The Cutler Ridge store,
which opened only four days before the hurricane
struck, was practically dismantled. Early reports
showed unbelievable, widespread devastation
throughout our employees' neighborhoods.
The asseYnbled crisis team included t11e Director
of Person~tel for the Southeast, the Vice President of
Duman Resources, the Employee Progranls Manager,
the Corrununity Affairs Director, the Traffic and Distribution Manager, the Relocations Coordinator, the
Controller, the I-Iome Depot Television Producer,
the Human Resource Information Systems Manager,
the Real Estate Manager, the Public Relations
Manager, and the EAP Coordinator. This team would
meet twice each day, at 11 a.m. and at 4 p.m., for the
extent of the relief effort. Four days after the hurricane,
the team decided to send me to the hurricane site.
Sunday, August 30th. The region was devastated. I
had seen television newscasts, but to witness it was
something else—to walk through neighborhoods
reduced to rubble; to see families of four, five, ar six
36

sleeping in their cars or living in their batluooms,
the only structtu~es left standing; to see the trauma
and stress on the faces of people of all ages.
Lesson #1: When disaster strikes, be ready to take
on new,expanded responsiUilities. EAPs provide
short-term counseling and referral for employees who
have problems. I made cerlaul short-tei7n counseling
was in place, but in the hurricane's immediate aftermath, this wasn't a priority. Staying alive, finding
shelter, food, water—a whole new set of basic priorities expanded EAP responsibilities dr~inatically.
As a highly. visible person from the home office,
employees approached me with needs far beyond the
scope of business a~s a~sunl for an EAP. I went to work.
Don Singletary, director of personnel,southeast,
came down from Atlanta to orchestrate the eiztire
relief and business-resumption efforts. All three
Home Depot stores in the region closed due to the
hurricane, yet, incredibly, employees showed up for
work,some the day after the hurricane struck. Some
walked,others drove roundabout routes to avoid blocked
streets and downed power lines. Each store manager
also showed,including one who had traveled over four
hours to make what was normally ahalf-hour cortunute.
There were no phones, no electricity, no communication, and yet all tlu~ee managers told arriv9ng
ei~lployees approximately the same thing: "Go and
take care of yoa~r fan~:ilies and t/our ho~rtes. Be assured that
you'll be paid for this week, just as if you were working.
Satasr~ai/ morning, we'll have a store n2eeting and intake
plans."The store rnan~lgers' promises of pay showed
their confidence that I-dome Depot would back them
up in caring for their employees.
Short- and long-term shelter was are tu~gent priority.
Many employees and their families were living in rubble.
The company's housing and relocation people ran
this program, but the EAP was very xntzch involved,
again expanding the l~usincss-as-uscral role of the EAP
into real eskate development.
The community was in desperate need of wood,
nails, and tarp—the kinds of items I-Tome Depot
sells. So luige tents were erected in each store's parkinglot. Manned by eager employees, the tents were
stocked with items most in demand. As people lined
up for materials and National G1~ard troops came
for materials to Uuild temporary tent cities across
south Florida, I-Iome Depot was again in Uusiness.
EAI'lligest — MayJJune 1993

Over 40 tractor-trailer trucks
from across the country,some
from as far away as New York and
California, arrived with donated
food, clothing, medical supplies,
and other goods. Home Depot stores
across the country setup collection
centers, and food companies,ice
houses, and pharmaceutical companies called, knowing that Home
Depot served as a conduit for getting donated goods to the people
who needed it.
'The EAP served as a liaison with
the Salvation Army's relief effort,
sharing donated goods with them
so that families and Home Depot
employees could be helped. Was
this an EAP function? No one
asked, no one cared. It needed to
be done,so we did it.
Many of those who showed.up
at the distribution center,including
employees, were of Spanish-speakingcultures with large, extended
families and great pride. We
literally had to argue with many
of them to convince them to carry
away—at no charge—the food,
clothing, and other supplies they so
desperately needed. We didn't check
identification, we simply gave,
and others—churches, companies,
civic groups—did the same. In the
midst of great anguish, there was a
great sense of community.
Money also was badly needed,
so the Hurricane Team back in
Atlanta arranged interest-free
loans for employees. After just two
phone calls, a check was waiting
at the nearest bank. Employees
who had lost their homes and
were without insurance now had
a down payment for another
house. Renters now had money for
deposits and refurnishing needs.
Many employees in other parts
of the country preferred to give
money rather than food and clothes,
so the "Home Depot Hurricane
Relief Fund" was started. Any
employee, no matter the extent of
his/her loss or damage, and for
absolutely any reason, could
receive a $200 grant from the fund.
The EAP helped in communicating this information to employees.
EAP in the banking business?
Again, it needed to be done.
Lesson #2: Arrange professional
crisis intervention services before
disaster strikes. After the hurricane
EAP Digest —May/June 1993
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struck, the EAP's priorities were
mostly material—shelter,food,
clothing, survival-and rightly so.
With many of these needs met and
most employees back to work, the
physical aspects of life began to
take on a sense of normalcy.
That's when I became even more
aware of our employees emotional
state—the effects of the trauma
they had endured and the stress
they still faced. Store managers
reported that many employees v~ere
feeling stressed. Of course the
EAP had continued a limited
counseling effort, but the priority
had been on physical survival. Now,
the psychological injuries began
to show with all the reactions,
symptoms, and danger signs of
serious traumatic stress effects.
Fortunately, I was ready. Home
Depot had needed professional
crisis intervention services for
other traumatic incidents. At that
time, we located and evaluated
several firms providing such
services, selected one, and were
pleased with the results. In the
aftermath of Hurricane Andrew,
if I had to make that decision onthe-spot with no assurance of the

firm's experience or competence,
my credibility as EAP coordinator
would have been at risk.
September 2, 1992. I placed a call
to Bruce Blythe, president and chief
executive officer of Crisis Management International(CMI), also
headquartered in Atlanta. Having
worked with CMI before, I knew
exactly what Bruce and his company
could do for Home Depot and its
employees. I asked hirn to detail
his recommendations for meeting
the emotional needs of traumatized
employees and family members. I
then returned to Atlanta, met with
my supervisor, Deedy Taylor,
Manager, Employee Programs,
and explained what I wanted
done and why. A similar meeting
with Don McKenna, Vice President of Human Resources, followed. Their response was quick
and enthusiastic: "First, get the
approval ofeach store manager. We're
sure t)1ey'll want thisfor their
employees. Tlzen, get on with it."
Lesson #3: Secure management
understanding and endorsement
for crisis intervention services

Flexible
and affordable
substance abuse treatment.
A serene and historic location.
A comprehensive continuum of care.

Edgehill Newport
Alcohol &Drug Treatment

(401)849-5700
Free Assessment
24 hours a day

oger
illiams
. A Quality Hecdthcme Affiliate

200 Harrison Ave.
Newport, RI 02840
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A healthy marketplace only respects defirutzons of quality which are
documented.
~
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When your employee comes

to work,

he won't come back alone.
That's because at Stuyvesant Square, our individualized inpatient and outpatient treatment programs are designed to help
recovering employees with the challenging transition to a productive,
chemical-free life. Our intensive inpatient treatment includes two full
years of Aftercare, and our outpatient program lets your employees
stay on the job while getting treatment during convenient evening
hours. The Aftercare and outpatient programs are just two facets of
our comprehensive, hospital-based treatment approach which provides
our patients—your employees—with the knowledge, skills and support
they need to understand and overcome chemical dependence.
To find out how we can help your chemically dependent
employees become productive again, please call us or write for our
brochure.

Stuyvesant•Square
The Chemical Dependency Treatment Program
of Beth Israel Medical Center
170 East End Ave. at 87th St., New York, NY 10128

(212)870-9777
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September 21-23,1992. The Cutler
Ridge store, the most heavily damaged, was not scheduled to reopen
until November, but the Kendall
and Perrine stores had been open
for a week. Courageous employees
were trying to function as best they
could. Bruce, Deedy, and I flew
back to south Florida. Because of
our previous work together and the
nature of the task ahead, Bruce had
agreed to come himself. We would
later need additional assistance. CMI's
Dr. Jiin Piat flew down on the 23rd.
Traumatic stress deUriefing sessions were planned, three at each
store. Bruce led the debriefings at
Kendall and Cutler Ridge, and
Jim led the sessions at Perrine.
Each deUriefing lasted two to two
and a half hours. Individual sessions
and assessments for employees
considered at-risk for serious psychological injury or posttraumatic stress
disorder took place later.
Because people who are
traumatized have an inordinate
need for information, managers
passed along everything they knew
during the debriefing sessions. At
a concentrated, peer-group level, all
information, plans, and expectations were updated and discussed.
Then, CMI group leaders took
over, and remarkaUle things happened. Employees started talking—
many for the very first time—
about their reactions and feelings
and their physical and emotional
symptoms. Looks of relief and
release spread across faces—tears,
too —as employees realized that
others were having the same experiences. "This is great," many
remarked, "1'nz not renlly going
crazy after all." This "normalizing"
process was a key aspect of each
session.
The debriefings were enormously
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NEW STANDARDS'outcome measurement services and assessment tools are~applications of
the best standards and methods available for Behavioral Healthcare. Our products and services provide
a foundation to clinical standards and decision-malting; enabling providers, payors, and purchasers to:
•Define and ascertain quality care
•Compare the cost-effectiveness of different levels of care
•Choose benefit design and treatment pmgra~ns
•Manage day to day administrative limits and options
For more information contact:
NEW STANDARDS, INC.
1080 Montreal Avenue/Suite 3010/ St. Paul, MN SS116

1-800L75S-6299
r
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"Building Trust and Understanding Through Measurement'
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now. For should disaster strike,
there won't be any time. I was
proud of their get on with it'
response and of the company's
understanding and willingness to
provide the best possible care for
employees. They already understood the advantages of crisis intervention; they had seen its benefits
tested and proven. I was fortunate—
in the hurricane's aftermath, there
was no time for selling the advantages of such services.
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June
"Meeting the Critical Nee~~s of Providers,"
Psychotherapy Finances Managed Care Conference, June 3-6, Palm Beach, Fla. Sponsor:
~ Psyd~otherapy Finances newsletter, Contact: PI-',
'` 1016 Clemons Street, Suite 407, Jupiter, FL 33477;
800-869-8450.
"Building Bridges: Sexual Recovery and Restoration," June 9-12, Scottsdale, Ariz. Sponsors: Camel'~'back Samaritan Behavioral I-Iealth Centers and the
National Council of Sexual Addictions. Contact:
Samaritan Health System, Physician Services, 1441
N. 12th Street, Phoenix, AL 85006; G02-495-4936.
"The Leadership Edge: Management of
Psychiatric and Substance Abuse Services,"
Hospital Association(AHA)Section for
` Psychiatric and Substance Abuse Services 1993
~ Annual Conference,June 17-19, Boston, Mass.
Contact: AIIA,840 North Lake Shore Drive,
Chicago, IL 60611; 312-280-6000.

~American

42nd Annual Session, University of Utah School
on Alcoholism and Other Drug Dependencies,
June 20-25, Salt Lake City. Contact: University of
Utah, P.O. Box 2604, Salt Lake City, UT 84110;
801-575-2181.

Director, Ohio State University Faculty and Staff
Assistance Progr~ain, 2A University Hospital Clinic,
456 W.10th Ave., Columbus, OH 43210;614-292-4000.

August
10th Annual North American Congress on
Employee Assistance Programs, August 2-5, Boston,
Mass. Sponsor: EAP Digest. Contact: NAC/EAP,
1863 Technology Drive, Troy, MI 48083;800-453-7733.
22nd Annual Summer Program on Alcohol and
Drug Studies, August 22-27, La Jolla, Calif. Sponsor:
University of California, San Diego. Contact: Alcohol
and Other Drug Studies, UCSD Extension, Dept.
0176, La Jolla, CA 92093-0176; 619-534-3836.

September
'Balancing Work, Family and Self," the Irish
National Conference on Employee Assistance
Programmes,September 29-30, Dublin, Ireland.
Sponsor: The EAI'Institute. Contact: Margaret
Bible, EAP Administrator,`the EAP Institute, 19
The Quay, Waterford, Ireland; international phone,
353-51-55733.

Albert Einstein College of Medicine 14th Am1ua1

Vi ; Cape Code Institute, June 28 through September 3,
~° Cape Cod, Mass. Contact: CCI, Albert Einstein
College of Medicine, 1308A Belfer Building, Bronx,
NY 10461; 718-430-2307.
"Building New Treatment Technologies,"
NAADAC 17th Annual Conference on Addiction
Treahnent,June 30 through July 3, Chicago, Ill. Sponsor: National Association of Alcoholism and Drug
Abuse Counselors. Contact: NAADAC Education,
3717 Columbia Pike, Suite 300, Arlington, VA 222044254; 800-548-0497.

JuIY
r EAPA District 1 Annual Conference,"Sharing
History: A Revolutionary Time," July 11-14,
'; WilliamsUurg, Va. Host: Virginia NAPA Chapter.
For brochure: EAPA,703-522-6272. Por further
information: Billy J. Wooten, conference chair,
804-282-1463.
18th Annual National Wellness Conference, July
17-23, University of Wisconsin, Stevens Point, Wis.
Contact: National Wellness Institute, 1319 Fremont
Street/South Hall, Stevens Point, WI 54481-3899;
715-346-2172.
Summer Institute of Addictions Shxdies, July 25-30,
Columbus, Ohio. Sponsors: Ohio State University
Faculty and Staff Assistance Program and the
National Council on Alcoholism and Ding Dependence/
Ohio. Contact: Linda Stoer-Scaggs, PhD,CCDC III,

°World Class Solutions," the 1993 National Safety
Council Congress and Exposition, October 3-8,
Chicago, Ill. Contact: National Safety Council,'1121
Spring Lake Drive, Itasca, IL 60143-3201; 708-285-1.121.
Preventing Workplace Violence, October 7, Long
Grove, Ill. Sponsor: Kemper National Insurance
Companies. Contact: Kemper, Long Grove, IL
60049-000"l.; 708-540-4901.
"Designing for Diversity," 37th Annual Meeting
of t11e Human Factors and Ergonomics Society,
OctoUer 11-15, Seattle, Wash. Contact: Human
Factors and Ergonomics Society (formerly the Human
Factors Society), I'.O. Box 1369, Santa Monica, CA
90406-1369; 310-394-2410.
American Managed Care and Review Association
Annual Managed Care Conference and Exhibition,
October 17-20, Orlando, Fla. Contact: AMCRA,
1227 25th Street, NW,Suite 610, Washington. DC
20037;' 202-728-0506.

November
"A Decade of Diversity," 10th Annual Gulf Coast
Conference on Alcohol and Drug Abuse, November
17-19, Orange Beach, Ala. Sponsor: University of
South Alabama and the Drug Education Council.
Contact: University of South Alabama,205-431-6536.

efforts and broadening them to
include more than just the most
dysfunctional cases. Today's complex and difficult times are a
breeding ground for tomorrow's
coping disorders. As emotional
problems spread with viral speed,
we must move quickly with available antidotes.

~~~~D•~p for Prevention
and Recovery
Stress, a factor in the problem.
Stress management, a factor in the solution.
Stressdots°; a tool for successful stress management.

Stressdots monitor stress by changing color
Conclusion
with changing skin temperature.
The Empowerment Center's goals
A Stressdot, worn on the hand, provides
would be to create an atmosphere
feedback at a glance, making it the perfect
of self-development toward a more
tool for successful relaxation training all day.
balanced, goal-oriented, healthy
living model. To the extent that
Stressdots help build self-awareness while
healthy living prevents or at least
providing an early stress warning signal
limits mental health needs, such a
that can be responded to effectively with a practical relaxation technique.
Center would lessen the demands
for individualized,long-term
Designed to meet your needs. Priced to fit your budget.
treatment. Also, the Center's selfAvailable in a variety of delivery systems:
help philosophy would be more
•Personalized Stressdot Training Card
consistent with future mental
•Health Fair Kit • Stressdot Kit •Train the Trainer Kit
health resources. And as nothing
•Relaxation Exercise Cassette Series .... and more
suggests that things will get any
simpler, calmer, or easier down
the road, the Center would provide
For Information and Free Sample Call Toll Free 800-666-6505 extension 104
support for the added complexities
Sunsource Health Products, Inc., 535 Lipoa Parkway, Kihei, Maui, HI 96753
of life in the year 2000 and beyond.
The Empowerment Center is
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an obvious idea. It promotes cost
containment through incidence
containment, matches needs to
available resources, provides selfhelp support to a more self driven
model of care, offers a model to
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highway 2000 and beyond.
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See page 48 for a list of recommended
readings.
William N.Penzer,PhD,an organizational
and clinical psychologist,is executive director
of the Center for Counseling Services in Ft.
Lauderdale, Florida. He is also author of
Getting Back Up From An Emotional Down
and You Have Choices: Recoveringfrom
Anxiety Panic Phobia and a number of articles.
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ALABAMA
UAB Center for Psychiatric Medicine
1713 6th Avenue South
Birmingham, AL 35294-0018
205-934-7008 or 800-782-1133
UAB Cen[er for Psychiatric Medicine is a new,
"state-of-the-art," 75-bed free-standing hospital,
which is connected with one of the country's top
medical centers. Our inpatient divisions include:
Adult, Child-Adolescent and Geriatric. Some of
the programs that we offer are: Affective Disorders,
Partial Hospitalization, Obsessive-Compulsive
Disorders, Panic-Arixiety Disorders, Women's
Disorders, Adult Attention Deficit.

CALIFORNIA
Brea Canyon Residential
Treatment Center for Adolescents
875 N.~Brea Blvd.
Brea, CA-92621
714/529-4000
A 24-bed residential treatment program for adolescents between the ages of 12 and IS years of age.
The structured therapeutic milieu provides emotionally disturbed adolescents with help for the
rehabilitation of long-standing problems in a less
restrictive, more home-like setting while utilizing
a medical model. Family involvement in milieu
activities supports the recovery process. A specialty
focus is available for survivors of abuse, incest,
molestation and sexual assault.

■
■
OHIO
ILLINOIS _
New Day Center of Hinsdale Hospital
120 N. Oak Street
Hinsdale,IL 60521
708/887-2652
New Day Center of Hinsdale Hospital offers comprehensive,individualized treatment for alcoholism
and other drug addictions. Family members are
fully involved in the treatment process. Care is
delivered through several modalities including
detoxification, inpatient, day hospital and intensive
outpatient treatment. New Day Center has the most
extensive aftercare program in its service area
making us your best choice for effective treatment.

munity services for boys and girls ages 10-18.
State-of-the-art Intensive Care Center provides
cost-effective intervention in a secure setting. Special unit for deaf students. Open campus treatment
for boys offers moderately structured milieu. Prevocational work experience, verbal, expressive and
kinetic and recreational therapies. Emphasis on
family involvement and close working relationships. JCAHO accredited.

MASSACHUSETTS ■
e PENNSYLVANIA _
Wild Acre Inns
108 Pleasant Street
Arlington, MA 02174
617/643-0643 or 800/724-4667
Wild Acre Inns provides community-based
psychiatric residential and day treatment throughout
11 locations in eastern Massachusetts and Boston.
Our cost-effective programs enable adults acid
adolescents to transition from the hospital to the
community or avoid hospitalization altogether. We
special-ize in a full range of psychiatric disorders
and offer a comprehensive continuum of care.
Treatment goals and schedules are developed with
special consideration to individual and family
needs.

■
MICHIGAN
FLORIDA
The FRIARY,Inc.
4400 Hickory Shores Blvd.
Gulf Breeze, FL 32561
904/932-9375

Buckeye Boys Ranch,Inc.
5665 Hoover Road
Grove City, OH 43123
614-875-2371 or TTY 614-875-6066
Continuum of residential, day and outpatient/com-

Birchwood Center For
Chemical Dependency
1501 West Chisholm St.
Alpena, MI 48707
1-800/288-7242

GEORGIA
Willingway Hospital
311 Jones Mill Road
Statesboro, GA 30458
800/242-9455
Willingway Hospital is a JCAHO-accredited acutecare hospital that specializes in alcoholism and drug
addiction. The inpatient, 12-step program is
designed for men,women and adolescents. Fstablished in 1966, the 40-bed hospital is recognized as
one of the 20"Most Recommended" of The 100
Best Treatment Centers for Alcohol and Drug Abuse.
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Since 1983, The Gables has offered extended care
treatment for chemically dependettt adult women.
We offer a structured treatment provided by professional staff, utilizing the 12-step philosophy and other
support services. Services include: Alcoholism and
Drug Addictions with Eating Disorders, Psychiatric
and Mental Health Programs, Abuse Issues,
Relationship Conflicts or Living Skills. JCAHO
Accredited.

Sun Towers Behavioral Health Center
1155 Idaho
El Paso, TX 79902
800/967-3411 915/544-4000
Sun Towers Behavioral Health Center is a fullservice psychiatric hospital for the treatment
of emotional disorders and chemical dependency. Our mission is to serve as the leading
mental health resource in our community by
providing established mental health treatment,
prevention, and education. Our team of professionals is dedicated to excellence in patient
care. Inpatient, Partial Hospitalization, Day
Programming, Adul[ &Adolescent Programming, Women's Program, Addictive Disorders, Adolescent Residential Treatment.

WISCONSIN
Advantage Recovery Network
2400 Chestnut St.
Philadelphia,PA 19103
215/963-9100
Advantage Recovery Ne[work is an intensive o~tpatient program for alcohol and other drug dependent
adults and adolescents. Our treatment programs are
tailored to meet individual needs and lifestyles.
Six week intensive phase followed by 12 weeks
aftercare phase. AAAHC and JCAHO accredited.
24-hour crisis hotline.

Wiley House Treatment Centers
1650 Broadway
Bethlehem,PA 18015-3998
800/346-7827
Wiley House, the National Center for Kids in
Crisis, is a private, non-profit corporation with
headquarters in eastern Pennsylvania. We offer an
integrated continuum of residential, day treatment
and outpatient services to children, adolescents and
their families. Treatment programs are located in
Pennsylvania and Indiana with customer service offices in Florida, Pennsylvania and Tennessee. For
further information, contact: Supervisor of Admissions, 800/346-7827. For our National Referral
Network, Dial 800-KID-SAVE.

Located in the relaxed setting of Michigan's northPensacola, FL &Mobile, AL-The FRIARY provides
east lower peninsula, Birchwood offers quality staff
u full range of sub-acute services for addictive
illness and related problems. Cost-effective
and innovative treatment programs to fit the needs
services include Detoxification, Residential
of each individual client. Traditional and intensive
outpatient services and residential programs are all
Rehabilitation, Partial Hospitalization("Day
available. Immediate openings. Special programs
Treatment"), Intensive Outpatient("Evening Treatavailable for women and family groups.
ment"), &Outpatient individual &group counselTENNESSEE ~~
.
ing. Aserene residential setting provides the hub
for a system of satellite outpatient centers. The
Laurel Center of
FRIARY enjoys a long history of success. Its .
MINNESOTA
strong assets include an emphasis on the family
Cookeville General Hospital
and un experienced staff.
142 West 5th Street

The Gables
604 Fifth Street, S.W.
Rochester, MN 55902
507/282-2500
800/GABLES-0

TEXAS

G_M,~_ "

,

Kinnic Falls
900 South Orange Street
River Falls, WI 54022
800/525-4712
715/426-5950
Kinnic Falls, a 46-bed Halfway House—Extended Care Facility, is anon-profit and has
been in continuous operation since 1973. Program is 12-Step based with comprehensive
counseling for clients with multiple issues. Accessto University of Wisconsin resources.
Near metropolitan Minneapolis-St. Paul area.

■
WASHINGTON
St. Peter Chemical Dependency Center
4800 College St., SE
Lacey, WA 98503
206/456-7575
The St. Peter Chemical Dependency Center offers
separate inpatient programs for adults and
adolescents; adult intensive outpatient program, including DWI and DOL deferred
prosecution programs; and a smokestoppers
program. For free, confidential information and
assistance, call 206/456-7575 or 1-800/3320465. Washington State and JCAHO approved.
Sisters of Providence

Cookeville, TN 38501
615528-4673 or 520-2570
The Laurel Center is a 34becJ, JCAHO-accreditul inpatient facility consisting of two adult behavioral
medicine programs,Psychiatric and Chemical Depc:ndency treatment. A Chemical Dependency Day Treatmentprogram is also available. The Psychiatric
program accepts both acute and chronic clients.
Aftercare(2 years) is offered for bdh ~xogr~uns. Our
multi-clisciplit~ary team includes psychiatrists,
psychologists, program coorcinatots, activities
therapists and 24-hour nursing. Medicaid, Medicare
and most insurances are accepted.

What's wrong with this picture?
Nothing seems to be wrong. He looks like a typical teenager. Then
why does he keep reappearing on your caseload as a catastrophic psychiatric case?
Traditional psychiatric treatment is not working. This teen has a hidden
problem, a neurological problem that is compounding his psychiatric disorder and getting in the way of treatment.
San Marcos Treatment Center is an expert in neuro-psychiatric diagnosis and treatment for children, adolescents and young adults. For more than
50 years, we've been successfully treating thousands of kids who couldn't
be helped elsewhere. Kids whose volatile and erratic behaviors are the
result of organic problems.
We uncover and treat al! of the problems. Our Neuropsychiatric
Program, which blends neurology and psychiatry, is designed to successfully treat adolescents who have had previous treatment failures.
We use targeted, highly coordinated interventions in a structured, special environment that yields positive results. Our Neuropsychiatric
Program is not for every case. Call us for a program brochure that explains
how it works. If you have a case you'd
4
like to discuss, give us a call
~~
G~
j
1-800-251-0059 or512-396-8500.
~,• '~►,:

San MarcosTreatmentCenter
A Brown Schools
Neuropsychiatric Hospital

1-800-251-0059
P.O. Box 768
San Marcos, Texas
~g667-0768

Accredited by the Joint Commission on the Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations and the Southern
Association of Colleges and Schools.
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and how they felt about the

successful. They provided employees immediate therapeutic benefits
and skills for coping with what
lay ahead. Employees were given
English and Spanish handouts on
understanding traumatic stress
response, helping traumatized
children, and guidelines for
coping and stress management.
At the end of each session,
employees were handed feedback
forms asking how they felt about
management's efforts to date,

debriefing session. To ensure confidentiality, only CMI personnel
handled the forms. CMI compiled
the feedback statements word-forword (without employee names,
of course) and included them in
their final report to Home Depot's
management. To read these statements, even now, is a moving experience bringing back so many
memories of struggle and loss and
of renewed hope and emotional
healing.
Meanwhile, another problem

what they wanted in the future,

DRUG-FREE CATALOG'
lnn..~n....._...

g~la\—; .

.~ ~ ~ _~.

ru ree
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Absolute!
Free!
~
No Purchase

R ks •Videos
• Conferencca'

Necessary

1-800453.7733

EVER!
♦ One of the best selections of alcohol
and other drug books available
anywhere.
♦ Hundreds of drug-free products ready
to ship throughout the United States,
Europe and Canada.

♦Color-coded indexing that allows you to
quickly locate product categories while
photos and descriptions let you make
informed choices.
♦Atoll-free phone number and fax lines
for ordering convenience that fits your
schedule.

♦ Customer service representatives are ready to take your order, send
samples, and answer any questions you might have.

Simply dill out the information below and
we'll send you our current catalog right away

~NDTIIN

______________

❑YES, Please send

me your FREE Drug-Free catalog—no obligation (please print)

Name
Organization
Address_
City
State
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TODAY!

began to develop: Distraught, irate
customers. Almost all customers
were themselves victims of the
hurricane. As they hadrit received
the emotional and psychological
support Home Depot employees
had, their psychological injuries
often manifested in anger and
rudeness. We again sought CMI's
help in dealing with such customers
without contributing to their distress and without allowing emotional harm to befall our employees.
CMI provided training on how to
"defuse" aggressiveness, how to
"go with the flow" while reframing actions, and how to handle
one's own anger and frustration.
October 15-16, 1992. Bruce was
asked to return to the Cutler Ridge
store as follow-up work continued,
both by CMI by telephone to
employees who indicated need and
with CMI referrals. Now we
needed CMI's final consultation
with managers and afollow-up
with EAP staff to ensure an effective
transition of responsibilities. The
interfacing and cooperative working relationship between CMI's
crisis professionals and Home
Depot's EAP was excellent due to
our estaUlished relationship and
to our mutual concern for the
well-being of employees.
Lesson #4: Rethink your hesitancy
to use professional, specialized
assistance. As I've stated, I was
fortunate to have prior manageinent understanding and agreement and a previous relationship
with crisis intervention professionals
who had proven their competence. I
also understand why many EAP
professionals, particularly those
managing internal programs, are
hesitant about seeking outside assistance. Their arguments might
go something like:
"If1 try to educate management
rr}~out this need, tl1e~ nTiglit say they
expected the EAP to Izave these
cnpa~ilitics."This is a good point,
yet how often would you need to
use such highly-trained and specialized skills if you had them?
And should disaster strike, how
experienced would you be compared to professionals who do
this work all the time in all kinds
of traumatic incidents?
°If something really bad does
EAP Digest —May/June 1993

)zappen, I'll quicklyfind someone." Dorit
count on it. Or better yet, don't risk
your credibility on it. You need a prearranged relationship with skilled
professionals you can depend on.
If a quickly arranged deal works
out poorly—and they can—who
would have to answer to it?
"Rather than take either of those
risks, I'll just ignore this problem."
Obviously,some EAP professionals
make this choice. But, how would
you answer a manager who may
later ask, "Wlzy didn't you provide
someform of help after that incident?
Look at these rising benefits costs, the
poor morale, and the lowered productivit~—couldn't you have done sometlling about this? Isn't that your area
of responsibility?"
Lesson #5: Put the well-being of
employees where it belongs—
ahead of everything else. Put
employee well-being ahead of your
worries about your crediUility. Put
it ahead of your fear that management might not understand or support you. If you are respected in your
job and it's unportant to you, management will surely consider your
efforts to be better prepared to help
employees. For me, Hurricane
Andrew was an opportunity to show
the value and leadership of the EAP.
But it's important that you prepare
now for a potential crisis that could
exceed your expertise and capability.
Now that Andrew has passed
and we have moved forward,some
good things seem to have happened.
In their feedback statements, many
employees said that they now understand others, that they feel
closer to their co-workers and to
management.
Perhaps the final lesson learned
after Andrew is this: If you are
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~FaYat~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~■
prepared, if you have pre-arranged
resources, if you are willing to take
,
o~~a nµF.RICA,y ~0 c~
on "whatever," and if you keep
employee well-being as priority
one, you have the opportunity for
0
a sense of accomplishment, the
oYf`~ ~SSISt~N~f
possibility for closer, understandThis coupon entitles current EAP Digest subscribers to a partial scholarship to attend
the North American Congress on Employee Assistance Programs, August 2-5, 1993,
ing relationships, and for stronger
Boston, Massachusetts. Return coupon with registration form [o [he EAP Digest.
company morale and loyalty. All
of this is available to those who
successfully "weather the storm"
■
of corporate crises together.
Authorized Signature

x p~ Managing the Challenge

~

Traci Gwozdz, MS,is EAP coordinator for
Home Depot U.S.A., Inc., based in Atlanta.

E1~1~ 1]i~est ~~~,

If you arc not a subscriber to the f.AP Digest and wish to take aAvanlage of these s~rviugti, cndotic a tiubti<:riplion card with
payntenl when registering. One coupon per regititranL Valid wiUi full regisUaiions only. Nn phnlompies accepted.
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Independent Market Research
Unique Reports About.....
• Smoking Cessation Programs
(Feb. 1993, 150 pp.)

FREE CATALOG — Stress Meter/Cards,
Cassettes, Books. STRESS MASTER
WORKBOOK, 8 CASSETTES —$59. 1-800-5STRESS ext. 512.

m Chronic Pain Clinics (Aug.1992, 89pp.)
• Weight Loss &Diet Control Market
(July 1991,252 PP•)

• The Diet Business Bulletin
(quarterly newsletter - $119/yr)

•

(EAP Digest Subscribers - 20% ofi)
Call for tree Brochures:

Marketdata Enterprises, Inc.
516-791-6579 FAX:516-791-7759
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♦ Timely
A Concise
♦Professional,
.- ..

RESOURCE EAP INC.
Employee Assistance Program Consuitants—
providingservices nationwide. Contact: bob Appleby
at 1-800-421-REAP.

(800) 395-0033
in Maine:(207)621-0033
DESIGN SYSTEMS
126 Western Avenue, Suite 191
Augusta, ME 04330

(516)666-1588
1-800-735-1588
• Enhance the effectiveness
of your EAP.
•High-quality, timely, informative articles—ready-to-use.
• 12 articles per year on such
copks as: mental hea~m,ram~y
Issues, stress, addiction.
•Fast, simple—and valued
at under $15 per article.
Call today)
Noel R. Eggebraaten, MS, CEAP, at
414734-8500 to order your EAP Clips. Or write
EAP Clips, 4321 W. College Ave., Appelton,
WI 54914.

Sell ahighly-effective,
drug-free workplace
program to corporations,
hospitals, nursing homes,
etc. This award-winning
program is video driven
and meets all Federal
regulatory guidelines.
This is an excellent opportunity for you or your
organization to increase
earnings by selling a
valuable educational tool.
Earn liberal commissions
while setting your own
schedule!
For more information on
this extraordinary sales
opportunity, ~~
David Prichard, T.D.S., Inc.,

1-800-284-5444

tion
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facts to parents,
employees. Each
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~mmodates up to
-sonalized pamith 24 subjects to
rom. Convenient,
way to make upiformation availthose who need
~r FREE 48-page
~n this and other
s for drug-free
and workplaces.

Aroostook Mental Health Center and Fraser Paper Co.,
Ltd, are seeking an Employee Assistance Coordinator
to administer the FACE program. Our compensation
package includes liberal fringe benefits, and assis-,
lance with interview and relocation expenses. This
position offers opportunity for professional challenge
and growth in an industrial setting while providing an
opportunity to live in a beautiful rural environment.
Responsibilities include assessment, brief treatment
consuRation, training, and marketing.
Requirements are a master's degree in Social Work,
Psychology, Human Relations, or a related field with
previous EAP experience.
– Er/z~a,l, o~~~~ort2cn.ily Iina~iloye~•–
~iall

Ronald G. Thibodeau Personnel Director

ReSUtlte Aroostook Mental Health Center
P~O. Box 1018
to:
Caribou, ME 04736

or FAX: 207-492-3181
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MID-6ATI_ANTIC
~~

SOUTIiWGST
SOSHEAST

For an oHlclal fob description write:
Hubbard Center for Faculty and Stall Support
Employee Assistance Service, Room 155, Whitener Hall
Appalachian State University, Boone, North Carolina 28606
""~~~ ~~~ ~"~~ Appnlnchima Sfnte University
~
'~
....................:':: is nn equal opportunity employer. :o;::::::~:.;:.:::::::~:_:

National

The Ei hth Annual
Cape Cod Symposium

Sept. 30 thru
October 3, 1993
Cape Codder
Hotel Hyannis,

on Addictive Disorders

Cape Cod, MA
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Prevention, Intervention
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Make plans now to attend SECAD-1993 --The Southeastern Conference on Alcohol and Drug Abuse this
December 1-5, 1993 in Atlanta. This year's world
class faculty will offer valuable insights into the latest
facts and trends in our constantly changing field.
Subject areas will include: Future Treatment Options,
Relapse, AIDS and Chemical Dependency, Sexual
Abuse, Eating Disorders, Adolescents, Co-dependency, Dual-Diagnosis, Special Populations, Intervention and much, much more.
NEW LOCATION: The impressive, ultramodern
Marriott Marquis in Atlanta will host this year's conference. For a full agenda and registration information write: SECAD, Charter Medical Corporation, 12th
Floor, PO Box 209, Macon, GA 31298 or call:

1-800-845-1567

~3-7733
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academic department
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initial assessments and/or referrals, and appropriate counseling services.
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The first fully interactive,
self paced education software
dealing with Substance Abuse
Issues in the Workplace
■
Easy to use.
■
Developed by experts in the field.
■
Runs on a personal computer.
For more information call

(416)508.4363
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By Dale R. Olen, PIiD
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STRESS
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Accepting Yourself:
Liking yourself all the time

Managing Stress:
Learning to pace your

Enter yourself and discover the

chase through life

goodness of your heart. You'll say
"yes' to yourself when you read
this book.
64 pp. Item #BK-S10 $5.95

Discover the simple rules for
responding to stress easily.
Includes five practical checklists.
64 pp. Item #BK-515 55.95

Communicating:
Speaking and listening to
end misunderstanding and
promote friendship

Thinking Reasonably:
Reaching emotional peace
through mental toughness

You'll learn: How to create the
rhythm of communication. How to
listen so others feel heard. How to

Discover the 10 thoughts that
help you overcome suffering
and lead you to peace of mind.
60 pp. Item #BK-516 55.95

self-reveal so your needs can be met.

Belli g Intimate:
Achieving
union with others
Reducing Anger:
Without losing yourself
Harnessing passion and fury The
road to intimacy is cluttered
to work for you, not against with traps and hurdles.
Here's
your road map to deeper
others

60 pp. Item ABK-511 55.95
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Discover how to take the strong
energy from anger and use it to
gain what you need to live happily.
64 pp. Item #BK•512 $5.95

relationships.
60 pp. Item #BK-517 $5.95
DEfe2tl11

De ression:

Lifting yogrseltpfrom
Meeting Life Head On:
sadness into joy
Moving into life with courage- oe,~~e5s~on ~s PsY~no~o9ys
common cold. Discover how
not backing away in fear

Discover the attitudes and beliefs
you need to face everything in your
life head on, then go for it!

60 pp. Item qBK-513 $5.95

~~ ~~eak free of its grip.
60 pp. Item #BK-518 $5.95

Resolving Conflict:

Learning how you both
can win and keep your
relationship

Overcoming Fear:
Reaching for your dreams
and knowin g peace of mind

Learn the power of needs in your
relationships and what to do
Take power over fear by understanding it. Learn the seven basic
when those needs are not met.
causes of fear and how they operate 60 pp. Item #BK-519 $5.95
in your life.
10-i300K SET
i
62 pp. Item #BK-514 f5.95
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Item #BK-520
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With purchase order, MC or Vlsa to:

Willi purchase order
or payment to:
Performance Resource Press
1863 Technology Drive

1-500-4.53-?733

1-313-588-6633

'troy, MI 48083-4244

"The EAP's Role in Sexual
Harassment Cases," pages 22-25
1. M. Eskenanza and D. Gallen: Sexual
Hnrnss~nent: Knoto Your Rights. New York:
Carol and Graf Publishers, Inc., 1992.
2. K. Hotelling: Sexual Harassment: A
ProUlein Shielded by Silence. Journal of
Counselling and Develop»ient, 69: 497-501,
July/August,1991.
3. IUid.
4. A. Deutschman: Dealing With Sexual
Harassment. Fortune, November 4, 1991,
pp. 131-143.
5. R. Sandroff: Sexual Harassment in
the Fortune 500. Working Wornnn, DecemUer, 1988, pp. 69-73.
6. D. Bennett-Alexander: Hostile Environinent Sexual Harassment: A Clearer
View. Labor Lnz~ /ournnl, 1991, pp. 131-143.
7. R. Sandroff: Sexual Harassment: The
Inside Story. Working Woman, June, 1992,
pp. 47-51.
8. J. SalsUury, D. Stringer, A. Ginorio,
and H. Remick: Counselling Victims of
Sexual Harassment. Psychotl~ernp~, 23(2):
316-324, 1986.
9. P. Crull: Stress Effects of Sexual
Harassment on t11e Job: Implications for
Counselling. American /ournnl of Orthops~cliintr~, 52(3): 539-544, 1982.
10. S. Peery: Sexual Harassment on
Campus: Deciding Where to Draw the
Line. Chronicle of Higher Ediscntion, March
2G, 1983, pP. 21-22.
11. D. Stringer, H. Resnick, J. SalisUury,
and A. Ginorio: The Power and Reasons
Behind Sexual Harassment: An Employer's
Guide to Solutions. Public Policy Personnel,
19(1); 43-52,1990.
12. L. SPratleu: Sexual Harassment
Counselling. Journal of Ps~chosocinl Nursirig, 26(2): 28-33, 1988.

Recommended Readings
S. Webb: Step Forzunrd: Sexual Hnrass~~ient in the Workplace: Wlint You Nced to
Knoto. Seattle, Wasll.: Pacific Resource,
1991.
S. WeUb: Sexual Harassment
Investigator's Manual. Seattle, Wash.:
Pacific Resource, 1991.
W. Petrocelli and B. Repa: Sexual Hnrnssment on the Job:[Mint It Is a»d How To Stov
It. Tampa, Fla.: Nelo Press, 1992.

"Empowerment Centers: Prevention Education to Balance Shrinking Resources," pages 29-33, 41.
Recommended Readings
W.N. Penzer: Toward Sustaining
Quality Mental Health Services. EAP
Digest 7(3):35-40, 1987.
W.N. Penzer: Toward Measuring the
Quality of Mental Health Services. EAP
Digest 7(6):55-62, 1987.
W.N. Penzer: When Are We Gonna be
There? EAP Digest 8(5):41-45, 1988.
W.N. Penzer: The Realities of Managed
Mental Health Care. EAP Digest 10(2):3543, GG-68, 1990.
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Create Your Own Resource Center Using
the Helping Hand Pamphlet Series

Call for
Free Sample
Pamphlets

Ideal for drug-free workplace and schools, EAPs, mental health and wellness programs,screen-

1-800-453-7733

Stimulants
HH-002
Describes medical and nonmedical uses, and the signs of chronic
abuse.
Preventing Alcohol &
Other Drug Use
HH-003
The emphasis is on preventing
problems from the perspective of
a friend, parent or citizen.
Cocaine &Crack
HH-004
Complete overview of risks and
long-term physical and
pychological effects of use.
HH-005
Marijuana
Answers the most frequently
asked questions on the effects of
the drug on the human body.

Hallucinogens HH-007
Defines and emphasizes the
negative effects and dangers of
LSD and other hallucinogenic
substances.
HH-008
Depression
Describes the scope of the illness, symptoms, and practical
advice for helping.
Codependence HH-009
Defines the characteristics of
codependence, how to get help,
and how to maintain your own
recovery.
HII-010
Alcohol
Focuses on etlects, dangers, and
kind of help available for our
biggest drug problem.

Sexually Transmitted
Diseases
HH-011
IIH-006
Inhalants
Answers questions and outlines
A complete listing of the most
guidelines to prevent the spread
frequently abused substances
and the risks associated with use. of infection.
Number of
P

Packa es

Number of
Pam hlets

1-4
5-10
11-40
4~+

50-200
250-500
550-2,000
2,050+

Eating Disorders
HH-012
Magnitude of the problem is
discussed; types of disorders are
explained and high-risk factors
are listed.

Youths, Alcohol &
Other Drugs I-IH-014
Alerts readers to danger signals,
society's contribution to the
problem, and early predictors of
alcohol and other drug use.

$.30
$.26
$.22
$.20

desired, and include personalization

Special Starter Kit

Cost Per
Package

Cost per
Pamphlet

$15.00
$13.00
$11.00
$10.00

NSA
N/A
$.27
$.24

NSA
NSA
$13.50
$12.00
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Personalized

HH-018
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Tobacco
HH-015
Explains why people smoke and
the risks of smoking to the
smoker and nonsmoker.

Cost per
Package

Drinking, Drugging,and
HH-017
Driving
Geared toward underage youth with
a strong NO-USE message.

Helping a Friend with a
Drinking Problem
HH-016
Explains intervention and
emphasizes the importance of gettinginvolved and avoiding enabling.

Narcotics
HH-013
Includes symptoms, dangers and
treatment options for addicts.

Standard

Cost per
(50 per/pkg.) Pamphlet
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Purchase our attractive pamphlet display unit and any 12 pamphlet
titles and you receive your pamphlets personalized FREE!

Display Unit
12 Pamphlet Titles
Personalization
STARTER KIT TOTAL

...... $129.50
......X132.00
....
FREE
...... 261.50

A $600(90 S,~VINGS!
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THE FINAL WORD

The Latest Threat to Confidentiality

50

a

EAP into the managed care proposal. Yet in such
cases, an internal EAP manager should oversee the
contract, someone who would look after the best
interests of the company.
What an EAP does well and what I assume all
companies and unions want is an efficient and effeclive use of their health care dollar. Of course one
way to cut health care costs is to stop providing
health care altogether. We all know,though, that
doing so only raises other costs, like absenteeism,
poor morale, disability, and accidents. But if workers
believe that confidential EAP information is leaked
to managed care providers, it may have the same
effect as denying care because workers will be more
reluctant to use the EAP and to seek help for an
alcohol or other drug abuse or mental health
problem. And less utilization of the EAP is in no
company's best interest.
I have often wondered how many workers and
dependents with employer provided health insurance
pay for their treatment out-of-pocket because they
don't want to take a chance on an employer finding
out that they were treated. I suspect that there are
quite a few. There are also those who do not get
treated because they carit afford self-pay and dorit
want to risk getting their claims information into
the computer or the coffee break discussion in the
personnel office. Then there's the fear of having to
answer "yes" to the "Have you ever been treatedfor—"
question years later.
Confidentiality is not only an important issue for
corporate health care programs, it's important in the
design of a national health care plan. A recent report
on the health care reform committee chaired by first
lady Hillary Rodham Clinton indicated that her
advisors had great concern for confidentiality when
drafting their final recommendations. The nation
needs to hold the same concern for confidentiality as
the EAP field has for managed care. Unfortunately,
the stigma associated with mental health and chemical
dependency is as strong as ever, which makes it an
■
easy target for cost-cutting.
Thomas J. Delaney,Jr.,
LEAP,former executive
director of the Employee
Assistance Professionals
Association (EAPA), a
research assistant with
the Center for Work
and Family at Boston
University.

Let us show you how we can be one of
your most unexpected resources.
Our Managed Health Care Directors can be a valuable
resource to you and your clients, providing information about
treatment options and the responsible use of pharmaceuticals.
Our goal, like yours, is to allow clients to return to work
quickly and productively. To find out more about how we can
help, call 1-500-253-8600, extension 3-4256.
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t goes without saying that confidentiality is an
absolute requirement of an employee assistance
program (EAP). There are a number of good .
reasons for this, all of which have been repeatedly
spelled out in the EAP literature. One reason that has
always seemed important to me is that employees will
simply stop using the EAP if there is even a hint that
the program violates the confidentiality it promises
workers. Although there have been many threats to
EAP confidentiality over the years, the EAP field has
managed to resist them. As marketers and benefit
bureaucrats try to bundle EAP and managed care
services, now comes a new threat to confidentiality—
managed care.
In saying this, I don't mean the managed care
programs whose sole objective is to deny health care
to workers who are entitled to it. Some firms stoop
so low as to design managed care programs solely to
deny access to care. Hopefully, they are the exception.
I am concerned with the-firms that bundle or closely
coordinate managed care and EAPs. In their haste to
review the appropriateness of referrals by EAPs,they
may insist on EAP information that is confidential.
If that isrit bad enough, think of what they can do
with that kind of information.
It's hard enough for a person to make the decision
that he or she needs help for a behavioral health
problem. It's hard enough for supervisors and union
officials to convince workers that their work problems
may be resolved by seeking treatment and therapy.
As I stated, if workers'feel that information disclosed
in the EAP service is not confidential, then they will
be more resistant to get help. And if the company
decides that the same unit is going to operate the
EAP and their managed care program, how can
you convince workers that it will be confidential?
Realistically, I dorit think you can.
When the late Glenda Knight advised me on
public policy aspects of the Employee Assistance
Professionals Association (EAPA),she informed me
about the Medical Information Bureau located in
Boston. This is an industry-wide data bank that keeps
tabs on the health insurance claims of millions of
individuals. At first, I didn't believe such an Orwellian
enterprise existed. But as with almost every topic
Glenda approached,she did a thorough job and
knew what she was talking about.
It may seem much easier for EAP professionals to
go with the flow and redesign the EAP tofit in with
managed care. Yet maybe the professional associations
need to take up the cause of protecting EAP confidentialityfrom managed care programs. It may be harder
for the external provider to argue for keeping the
EAP separate from the managed care program; they
may be bidding against a company that has tied an
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Celebrating ten years of service.
We would like to express our
appreciation for the dedication and
professionalism of our local medical
staff. They set meaningful standards
for excellence in patient care that
makes a difference to the families
served here at Charter By The Sea.
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For information on our children
and adult programs or for your
FREE E.A.P. Quick Reference Guide,
please call 1-800-821-7224, Ext. 133.
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